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ABSTRACT
Replacing fossil-based fuels and chemicals with biobased alternatives can help alleviate
our heavy dependence on petroleum sources, reduce the global carbon footprint, and
strengthen our energy security. Electrocatalytic conversion of biomass-derived platform
molecules is an emerging route for sustainable fuel and chemical production, with the
advantages of eliminating harmful reagents, being tunable, and potentially being driven by
renewable electricity. However, the widespread application of organic electrocatalysis is
hindered by limitations such as low catalytic activity, product selectivity and energy
efficiency.
The goals of this work were to explore the electrochemical conversion of biobased
furanics and develop more efficient electrocatalysts and processes for fuel and chemical
production. The electrochemical reduction of furfural was investigated on metal electrodes
in acidic aqueous electrolytes. Two mechanisms, namely electrocatalytic hydrogenation
and direct electroreduction, were distinguished through a combination of voltammetry,
bulk electrolysis, thiol-electrode modifications, and kinetic isotope effect studies. Better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms and pathways enabled the manipulation of
product selectivity. By rationally tuning applied potential, electrolyte pH, and bulk furfural
concentration, the selective and efficient formation of a biofuel additive (i.e. 2methylfuran) or a precursor for polymer and resin synthesis (i.e. furfuryl alcohol) was
achieved.
Pairing 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) reduction and oxidation half-reactions in a
single electrochemical cell enabled efficient HMF conversion to biobased monomers.
Electrocatalytic hydrogenation of HMF to 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF) was

vii
achieved under mild conditions using Ag/C as the cathode catalyst. The competition
between

Ag-catalyzed

HMF

hydrogenation

to

BHMF

and

undesired

HMF

hydrodimerization and hydrogen evolution reactions was sensitive to cathode potential.
Accordingly, precise control of the cathode potential was critical for achieving high BHMF
selectivity and efficiency. In contrast, the selectivity of HMF oxidation facilitated by a
homogeneous

electrocatalyst,

4-acetamido-TEMPO

(ACT,

TEMPO

=

2,2,6,6‐

tetramethylpiperidine‐1‐oxyl), together with an inexpensive carbon felt electrode was not
dependent on anode potential. Thus, it was feasible to conduct HMF hydrogenation to
BHMF and oxidation to 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA) in a single cathode-potentialcontrolled cell, achieving remarkable overall electron efficiency.

1

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

The Awakening of Biomass

With an ever increasing demand for energy, it is challenging for humankind to
continually develop more sustainable energy cycles and maintain a clean environment.1-2
According to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA), the global energy demand
is projected to increase 48% from 549 quadrillion British thermal units (BTU) in 2012 to
815 quadrillion BTU by 2040.3 In 2016, over 80% of the total US energy consumption was
met by the combustion of fossil fuels including petroleum, coal and natural gas. However,
such sources are unsustainable and lead to CO2 emission – which is the main contribution
to global climate change. Therefore, replacing fossil-based energy sources with more
accessible, sustainable and affordable alternatives will be inevitable to alleviate our heavy
dependence on petroleum sources, reduce the global carbon footprint, and strengthen our
energy security.4 As a result, renewable energy in US, including hydroelectric, geothermal,
solar, wind, and biofuels, increased by 87.5% from 1980 to 2016, and is projected to
increase 37.8% by 2040, shown in Figure 1.1.
As an abundant, cheap, and renewable carbon resource, biomass has attracted great
attention to replace petroleum-derived chemicals and fuels in both academics and industry.
About 200 billion metric tons of biomass is produced by nature annually through
photosynthesis, at a cost about ten times lower than producing crude oil.5-6 Carbohydrates
derived from biomass contain many functional groups and are ideal building blocks for
producing value-added compounds.7 The sustainable processing of biomass (i.e.
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biorefinery) becomes one of the most promising strategies. In a biorefinery, biomass is
converted into a wide range of useful chemicals, materials, and fuels. In traditional
petroleum refineries, the feedstocks have very low oxygen content, and require that
functional groups are selectively added to produce chemical intermediates, while avoiding
complete oxidation to CO2. In contrast, biomass-derived compounds provide rich
functionalities for fuels and chemicals production.8 The CO2 released during combustion
of biofuels replaces the CO2 absorbed during the original plant growth; therefore, this
energy utilization can generate much less CO2 than fossil fuels, or even be CO2 neutral.5, 9
Therefore, it is very attractive to shift from the carbon source from petroleum to biomass.

Figure 1.1. US annual energy consumption from US Energy Information Administration.
1.2

Production of Furanics

As the most abundant biomass resource on earth, lignocellulose, which contains
cellulose (40–50%), hemicellulose (25–35%), and lignin (15–20%), has achieved great
attention to be upgraded to platform compounds.10 Hemicellulose is a polymer composed
of carbon five (e.g. xylose, arabinose) or six (e.g. galactose, glucose, mannose) sugars,
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which has been used to produce many byproducts after pretreatment.11-12 Among the
various desired compounds, furanics including furfural and 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural
(HMF) are on the list of the top ten most promising biobased platform molecules released
by US Department of Energy (DOE) in 2010, owing to their availability for commercial
production and the potential for co-transformation to chemicals and fuels.13
Furfural and HMF are acid-catalyzed dehydration products of pentose (e.g. xylose) and
hexose (e.g. glucose), respectively. Specifically, furfural is derived from agricultural raw
feedstock in which pentosan (polypentose) is abundant. Pentosane undergoes acidcatalyzed hydrolysis reactions to form pentose, and is subsequently dehydrated to
furfural.14 The industrial production of furfural was initiated by Quaker Oats Company in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa in 1921, and now has been put into large production by China (~70%
total production), Dominican Republic, and South Africa, which account for a total of 90%
global furfural production capacity (280 kTon).15 HMF can be produced from dehydration
of furanose form of hexose sugars under acidic and high temperature conditions.16 Even
though HMF has been considered as one of the most versatile platform molecules, its
universal industrial-scale production is still under development, resulting in the high cost
of HMF.17 The Dutch company Avantium has announced the scale up of HMF production
in Synvina, its joint venture with BASF.17 Hence the production cost of HMF is projected
to decrease in the near future.
1.3

Opportunities for Furanic Derivatives

Furfural and HMF contains multiple functionalities including aldehyde, furan ring, and
alcohol (for HMF). Therefore, significant interest has been devoted in furfural and HMF
conversion for deriving industrial solvents, fine chemicals, fuel additives and polymers,
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owing to their versatility in undergoing many different types of reactions, such as
hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis, oxidation and dimerization, shown in Scheme 1.1.
Scheme 1.1. Conversion of furfural and HMF to various value added chemicals and
biofuels.18

The oxidation products, furoic acid from furfural, and 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid
(FDCA) from HMF are both suited as important monomers for biobased polymer
materials.19 Furoic acid can also be used as pharmaceutical intermediate, fungicide,
hypolipidemic and anti-inflammatory agents.20 FDCA is a precursor for the renewable
polymer polyethylene 2,5-furandicarboxylate (PEF). PEF has superior barrier properties
compared to the conventional PET (polyethylene terephthalate), which is produced from
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petrochemical terephthalic acid.21-22 The selective hydrogenation of C=O in furfural or
HMF generates furfuryl alcohol (FA) or 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF),
respectively, which are industrially important solvents and precursors for production of
polymers, resins, and chemicals.23-24 FA is mainly used for production of resins, such as
dark thermostatic resins that are resistant to acids, bases and various solvent. FA is also
widely used as solvent for phenolic resins or pigments with low solubility.25 BHMF has
applications as a co-monomer for preparation of polyisocyanurates, polyurethanes,
polyacrylonitriles and polyesters, as an alternative to terephthalyl alcohol.26
Hydrogenolysis of C–O forms 2-methylfuran (MF) or 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF), which
are potential liquid transportation fuels.16, 27-28 Both MF and DMF are gaining attention
owing to their insolubility in water, and good research octane number (RON, 131 for MF,
119 for DMF). The low boiling and flash points of MF make it suitable to be used for
engine ignition. DMF has been shown to have comparable combustion and emission
properties to that of gasoline.27 The general properties of MF and DMF compared to
ethanol and gasoline are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Physical properties of MF, DMF, ethanol and gasoline.29-30
Property

2-methylfuran

2,5-dimethylfuran

ethanol

gasoline

Molecular formula

C5H6O

C6H8O

C2H6O

C6–C12

O/C content
Density at 20 °C
(g/L)
Water miscibility at
25 °C (g/L)
Boiling point
Lower heating value
(MJ/L)
Research octane
number (RON)

0.2

0.16

0.5

0

0.91

0.89

0.79

0.74

3

2.3

miscible

immiscible

63

93

78

32–200

28.5

30

23.4

31

103

119

110

95.8
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1.4

Selective Hydrogenation of Furfural and HMF

Among the technologies involved in the hydrogenation of furanic oxygenates, efficient
catalytic processes are of great significance and have brought broad and extensive scientific
research.18, 31-32 Furfural and HMF contain C=C and C=O bonds, both of which can be
hydrogenated to alkyl or alcohol groups, respectively, over suitable catalysts. Therefore,
selective hydrogenation of either C=C or C=O has become a main goal for catalyst
design.33-35 Hydrogenating C=C bonds are thermodynamically and kinetically easier than
hydrogenating C=O, and can be facilitated using Pt, Pd, Rh and Ni catalysts.36
Hydrogenating only the C=O group is traditionally conducted in a homogenous reaction
with stoichiometric reducing reagents, such as sodium borohydride (NaBH4) or lithium
aluminum hydride (LiAlH4).37-38 However, such routes can lead to toxic waste and higher
costs associated with treatment and separation of the reducing agents and salt byproducts.24,
39

Homogeneous catalytic hydrogenation using transition metal complexes (e.g. Ru or Ir

phosphine ligands) has attracted research attention because of their high activity and
selectivity.36, 40 However, difficult with separation of the catalyst and products makes this
process infeasible for large-scale production.41
Hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis of furfural is mainly obtained through
heterogeneous vapor-phase catalytic reactions, which have been reported with over 90%
yields to either FA and MF.15,

18, 42

Cu-based catalysts have been extensively studied

because of their high selectivity to FA. Copper chromite catalysts supported on silica are
promising,

43-44

but are toxic and known to suffer from deactivation – possibly from

adsorption of species derived from furfural, coke formation, or changes in the oxidation
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state of Cu.15, 23, 45-46 Alcohol solvents are often used in liquid phase hydrogenation instead
of water in order to suppress the rearrangement side reactions.47
HMF hydrogenation has been mostly conducted in liquid phase processes because of
HMF’s high boiling point, and has achieved very high yields (>95%) to BHMF over many
heterogeneous catalyst systems.41, 48-55 Deeper hydrogenation of HMF to DMF can be
obtained by tuning the hydrogen pressure and reaction temperature. However, high yield
to DMF has been more challenging to reach with reasonable amounts of catalyst loading,
most reported yields are less than 90%.30 For example, Dumesic and co-workers introduced
a direct conversion from fructose into DMF with 79% yield over a CuRu catalyst in a
biphasic process.56 Recently, Schüth and co-workers reported 98% yield to DMF after a 2
hour reaction over a PtCo bimetallic nanoparticle catalyst.57
Conventional heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation of furfural and HMF generally
requires relatively high temperatures (190‒300 °C),15 and often expensive noble metal
catalysts, such as supported Pt,25, 58 or Pd,59-60. The use of these materials brings additional
operational costs.23, 32 In addition, H2 is often used as the hydrogen donor operated under
high pressures (5‒70 bar).15, 24 However, H2 is mainly produced from steam reforming of
natural gas, which is a nonrenewable fossil resource and brings high cost for production
and transportation.61 Another effective approach is the catalytic transfer hydrogenation
(CTH) process, in which alcohols or formic acid can donate hydrogen with the assistance
of a catalyst to conduct hydrogenation instead of H2 gas.62 For example, the CTH of furfural
and HMF has been reported with 74% yield to MF using butanol as hydrogen donor, and
80% yield to DMF using 2-propanol as hydrogen donor, respectively, using a Ru/RuOx/C
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catalyst.62 However, the reaction mechanisms regarding the active hydrogen species
involved in hydrogen transfer step is unclear.
1.5

Electrochemical Hydrogenation of Biobased Molecules

Electrochemical hydrogenation of biobased platform compounds such as furfural,20, 6368

HMF,66,

69-72

levulinic acid,73-76 glucose,77-78 itaconic acid,79 muconic acid,80-82 and

guaiacol83-84 has been demonstrated as a promising alternative route to conventional
heterogeneous hydrogenation. Studies on furfural electrochemical reduction have largely
targeted FA production, with MF typically produced as a byproduct with low selectivity.
Li et al. studied this system on Ni, Al, Fe, Cu and stainless steel electrodes, and achieved
high selectivity to FA on all metals in mild acidic solutions (i.e. pH 5.0).67 However, their
reported carbon balances were low, mainly due to the easy evaporation of the hydrophobic
and volatile MF product. Therefore, the true product distributions were difficult to
determine. Zhao et al. reported over 85% yield for FA production using carbon fiber
supported Pt.68 The metal loading was optimized to improve the faradaic efficiency to 78%
compared to a Pt sheet, which had achieved 3% faradaic efficiency to FA product. Green
et al. demonstrated the reaction in a continuous flow reactor, and achieved FA formation
with 100% selectivity at lower conversion and lower applied potential using Pt/C and Pd/C
cathode catalysts.64 However, the selectivity was lost to deeper reduction products MF and
2-methyltetrahydrofuran at higher conversion and higher applied potential. In 2013, Nilges
et al. compared product distributions on Cu, Pb, Ni, Fe, Al, Pt, and graphite electrodes, and
reported high selectivity of about 80% to MF on Cu cathode in acidic electrolyte, while FA
was favored (81% selectivity, Pb electrode) in neutral pH.66 Jung et al. conducted
experiments on Cu electrodes in acid media and reported the relationship between product
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selectivity and reaction conditions such as current density, electrolyte, and co-solvent
ratio.85 Even though they attributed the low mole balance (<70%) to homogeneous side
reaction of products (i.e. FA and MF), the real selectivity remains uncertain, especially for
extended reactions.
Electrochemical reduction of HMF was investigated by Kwon et al. in both neutral and
acidic electrolyte media by combining cyclic voltammetry and online HPLC product
analysis techniques for many metal foil electrodes.69-70 They grouped the electrodes based
on their dominant products. However, faradaic efficiency or selectivity cannot be
accurately determined by these methods. Reduction of HMF to 2,5-hexanedione (HD),
which has application in alternative fuels, was demonstrated by Roylance et. al. in acidic
media. They found Zn electrode has the unique capability to conduct a one-step
hydrogenolysis, Clemson reduction and ring opening reaction with over 80% selectivity to
HD product.72 The same group also studied the reduction of HMF to BHMF in mild
aqueous alkaline media (pH 9.2) using a Ag cathode prepared by galvanic displacement of
a Cu foil substrate. Close to 100% faradaic efficiency and selectivity to BHMF was
achieved at the optimal applied potential (–1.3 V versus Ag/AgCl). Hydrogenolysis
product DMF was reported by Nilges et al. with 35.8% selectivity on a Cu foil electrode
in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution,66 and by Yu et. al. with a 30.7% yield on a ZrO2-doped graphite
electrode in KNO3 solution.86 Due to the complexity of the HMF molecule, many
byproducts and intermediates were also present, with possible reaction pathway shown in
Scheme 1.2. However, it has not been confirmed whether these intermediates can be
further converted to DMF under electrochemical conditions. Therefore, extending the
reaction time may or may not increase the yield of DMF.
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Scheme 1.2. Possible reaction pathways for electrochemical hydrogenation of the side
groups of HMF.

1.6

Mechanism of Electrochemical Hydrogenation

Electrocatalytic hydrogenation (ECH) is an emerging alternative to conventional
heterogeneous catalysis routes, with the advantage of being driven by electricity from
renewable energy sources, such as hydroelectric, solar, wind or geothermal, during offpeak hours which are often wasted.87 The reaction mechanism of ECH is analogous to
conventional heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation, with the key difference being that
adsorbed hydrogen (Hads) is electrochemically generated in situ on the electrode surface
(Scheme 1.3, Equation 1) from protons or water. In this way, H2 activation is not needed,
thus eliminating the need for external H2 supply, avoiding the kinetic barriers for H2
activation, and facilitating hydrogenation reactions at very mild conditions (i.e. low
temperature and pressure).88 The selectivity and production rate of ECH can be controlled
by adjusting the applied potential or current through the external circuit. Development of
efficient and selective electrochemical processes will certainly broaden our ability to utilize
renewable carbon and renewable electricity sources.
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ECH of aldehyde and ketone groups may yield alcohols by the hydrogenation of C=O
with two Hads (Scheme 1.3, Equation 2), or alkyls through hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis
reactions with four Hads (Scheme 1.3, Equation 3). A fundamental challenge of performing
ECH in aqueous solvents is its competition with the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).
When cathodic potentials are applied to metal electrodes, chemisorbed hydrogen (Hads)
forms on the electrode surface according to the Volmer reaction through electrochemical
reduction of protons (in acidic electrolytes) or water (in neutral or alkaline electrolytes)
(Scheme 1.3, Equation 1).88 Then, Hads may either react with another proton (in acid) or
water (in neutral and alkaline) and an electron, or a second Hads to form molecular hydrogen
(H2), via Heyrovsky or Tafel steps (Scheme 1.3, Equation 4‒5), respectively.89 Because
both ECH and HER consume Hads and electricity, faradaic efficiency is usually calculated
in order to evaluate their competition.
Scheme 1.3. Reaction steps for ECH and HER.
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Hydrogen binding strength is often used as a descriptor of HER. Activity has been
shown to exhibit a volcano-type relationship with respect to hydrogen binding strength, as
shown in Figure 1.2.90 It is expected that for the metals with ΔGH < 0, the hydrogen would
bind to the surface strongly and may poison the electrode by blocking active sites, whereas
for metals with ΔGH > 0, hydrogen adsorption rate may be limited.

Figure 1.2. Volcano plot of exchange current densities for the HER on various metals as a
function of hydrogen binding strength.90 Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature:
Nature Materials, Reference 90, Copyright 2006.
Performing ECH in aqueous solvents not only faces challenges due to competition with
HER, but also from competition with direct electroreduction (ER) routes, which do not
involve Hads. Direct ER of aldehyde or ketone groups (C=O) is a well-studied
electrochemical mechanism.91-92 In acidic electrolytes, C=O undergoes protonation in
solution to C=OH+, which is then directly reduced by a one-electron transfer at potential
E1 (Scheme 1.4) to form a neutral radical intermediate (C•–OH). The radical intermediate
can form hydrodimerization products through C–C coupling with a second radical, or be
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further reduced by one-electron transfer at potential E2 to yield the alcohol product, after
protonation.93 In neutral to basic electrolytes, C=O is reduced at E3 to a negatively charged
radical C•=O-, which is then protonated to C•–OH. This radical intermediate can be easily
further reduced at E2 which is less negative than E3. In stronger alkaline conditions, the
reduction starts at E3 and at more negative potentials E4, followed by two protonation steps
to form the alcohol.93
Scheme 1.4. Possible electroreduction pathways for carbonyl groups.93

Currently, significant interest has been put into the electrochemical hydrogenation of
furanics, especially furfural and HMF, because of their versatility as platform chemicals
for production of polymers, fine chemicals, and biofuels, and their availability from
biomass by the acid-catalyzed dehydration of pentose and hexose sugars, respectively.17, 94
It has been demonstrated that the selectivity to hydrogenation or hydrogenolysis products
is influenced by the nature of the catalysts, applied potential or current density, electrolyte
pH, and initial reactant concentration.65-67, 69-71, 85 However, much of the recent literature
has focused on proof-of-concepts, and it remains unclear whether hydrogenations occur by
Hads at the electrode surface from ECH or by electroreduction (ER).17, 70
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Electrode and catalyst design, together with the choice of reaction conditions, are crucial
for avoiding undesirable reactions and achieving selective and efficient electrochemical
conversion of C=O to targeted products. The favorability of ECH and ER routes is
determined by the relative potentials of C=OH+ reduction (E1) and Hads formation,
respectively. As a result, ECH is strongly preferred on low hydrogen overpotential
electrodes (e.g. platinum-group metals), whereas ER is preferred on high hydrogen
overpotential electrodes, such as Pb, Hg, Cd, and graphite.88 However, the two routes may
be in competition if the potentials are of similar values. This is a complicating factor when
studying mechanisms on electrodes with intermediate hydrogen overpotentials (e.g. Ni,
Co, Fe, Cu, Ag and Au), where both ECH and ER mechanisms may occur, especially
considering that alcohol formation is possible from either mechanism (cf. Scheme 1.3 and
1.4). For example, in the case of electrochemical conversion of furfural and HMF in acidic
electrolytes, it is unclear whether hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis occurs by Hads at the
electrode surface or directly by H+ in solution.17, 70 Roylance et. al. proposed that BHMF
product from HMF hydrogenation in mild alkaline conditions may be formed without
surface adsorbed hydrogen in the potential region before HER initiates. The possible
pathways are shown by the blue routes in Figure 1.3. They proposed that in the potential
region more negative than the onset of HER, BHMF formation would likely be through the
mechanism that involves Hads, as shown in the red routes.
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Figure 1.3. Possible HMF hydrogenation pathways.71 Reprinted with permission from
Reference 71, Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society. Further permissions related
to the material excerpted should be directed to the ACS. Original article is available at the
following link: https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acscatal.5b02586
1.7

Electrocatalytic Oxidation

Electrocatalytic oxidation of alcohols at the anode of an electrochemical cell can be used
to derive valuable aldehyde or acid-containing chemicals at ambient temperatures and
pressures. Oxidation of C1–C3 alcohols including methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol, and
glycerol has been extensively studied, for which the oxidation kinetics are enhanced in
alkaline media compare to acid.95 Alkaline environments are also desired due to fast
removal of surface poisoning species such as CO.96 Such electrochemical processes have
been used in anion exchange membrane fuel cells to cogenerate electricity and value-added
chemicals (e.g. formic acid and tartronic acid) by coupling with the thermodynamicallyfavorable oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode.97 Supported precious metal catalysts
such as Pt, Pd, Au and their bimetallic alloys have been shown to be active, selective and
stable for alcohol oxidation reactions. For example, Li group reported that the
electrocatalytic HMF oxidation to FDCA can be achieved with good yield using a
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bimetallic PdAu catalyst.19 However, the product distribution was highly dependent on the
electrode potential and Pd/Au surface ratio, and thus high selectivity to FDCA was limited
by other intermediate oxidation products shown in Scheme 1.5.
Choi group demonstrated the electrochemical oxidation of HMF to FDCA using a
homogeneous electrocatalyst, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpoperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO), with nearly
100% yield and faradaic efficiency in pH 9.2 aqueous buffer solution.98 TEMPO can be
oxidized at the electrode to TEMPO+, which is a strong and selective oxidant. TEMPO+
reacts with HMF to generate HMF oxidation products and a TEMPO-hydroxylamine,
TEMPOH. TEMPOH and TEMPO+ undergo comproportionation in basic solutions to
regenerate TEMPO, thereby closing the catalytic cycle.99 By this mechanism, the high
overpotentials required for direct oxidation of HMF are avoided. The final product FDCA
can be precipitated from solution by adjusting the solution pH to be acidic (i.e. pH<3). By
using TEMPO as a mediator, the selectivity can be tuned by the total transferred charge,
and the reaction rate can be determined by the applied potential, which eliminates the
requirement for precious metal catalysts.
Scheme 1.5. Reaction pathways of HMF oxidation to FDCA.
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1.8

Paired Electrolysis

For most electrochemical investigations, only the working electrode is of interest, while
the counter electrode serves to complete the circuit by water splitting, either generating H2
or O2, both of which have limited commercial value. An integrated paired electrolysis can
combine two desirable half-reactions in one electrolysis cell that generates chemicals on
both the anode and cathode, thereby significantly increasing or even doubling the energy
efficiency.100 Divergent paired electrochemical reactions refer to the production of two
different products by oxidizing and reducing the same feedstock at the anode and cathode.
Such processes have been demonstrated through glucose oxidation to gluconic acid with
100% efficiency paired with reduction to sorbitol with 80–100% efficiency.77, 101 Paired
electrolysis of furfural has been studied through cyclic voltammetry and preparative
electrolysis, where furfural is the reactant at both the anode and cathode to produce furoic
acid and furfuryl alcohol, respectively.20, 65 Electrodeposited Cu and Ni onto graphite felt
electrodes were used as cathode and anode, respectively, with different electrolytes
(catholyte: H3PO4 + NaOH, pH 6.6; anolyte: NaCl + NaOH + LiOH, pH 12) separated by
a cationic exchange membrane.20 However, much lower yields were obtained when the
reactions were coupled in a single reactor compare to when operated separately, possibly
resulting from a mismatch in optimum current densities for the two half-reactions.
Even though early studies showed promising outcomes, the paired electrolysis research
still faces difficulties. Successful design of divergent paired electrolysis requires
fundamental understanding of the reaction mechanism, well-designed catalysts, compatible
electrolytes (composition and pH), well-controlled electrode potentials, and low material
crossover. Recently, a paired electrochemical method for synthesis of sulfonamides,
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diarylsulfones, and bis(arylsulfonyl)aminophenols using nitrobenzene derivatives and
arylsulfinic acids as feedstocks was demonstrated in an undivided cell over carbon
electrodes in aqueous solutions under current controlled electrolysis conditions with good
yields (~70%).102 Llorente et. al. investigated paring CO2 reduction with oxidative
condensation reaction of syringaldehyde, mediated by molecular electrocatalysts.103
1.9

Current State of the Research

It has been demonstrated that selectivity to hydrogenation or hydrogenolysis products
can be influenced by nature of the electrocatalysts, applied potential or current density, and
electrolyte composition (pH and bulk concentration).65-67, 69-71, 85 However, much of the
previous literature has focused on proof-of-concepts, and there remain understanding gaps
between reaction conditions, underlying mechanisms, and observed product selectivity.
With deep insight provided from studying the reaction mechanism, electrochemical
reduction can be manipulated by rationally tuning the reaction conditions instead of trial
and error, and better electrocatalysts and electrochemical conditions can be designed
toward the optimal selective formation of important biobased polymer precursors and
fuels.2
In addition, metal foils have been directly used as electrocatalysts for electrochemical
hydrogenation in the past, but are not very applicable for industrial large-scale production
owing to their low surface area, limited number of active sites and high cost. Switching
from bulk metals to supported metal nanoparticles brings great benefits to potentially
enhance reaction rates, improve selectivity and reduce catalysts cost.104
For many electrochemical hydrogenation studies, only the cathode is considered to be
of interest. However, much of the energy demand results from driving the counter electrode
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reaction, typically oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in aqueous electrolytes. The produced
O2 is not valuable; thus, much of the total energy input is wasted. Paired electrolysis is a
promising approach to increase the overall electron efficiency to desired products by
coupling productive oxidation and hydrogenation half-reactions in a single cell reactor.
However, very few successes have been reported in this area due to complications of
electrolyte incompatibility (composition and pH), limitations in potential control, and
material crossover issues.
1.10

Research Goals and Significance

To address the current issues in this research area, combined science and engineering
approaches are devoted to study electrochemical conversion of biobased furanic
oxygenates – furfural and HMF for tunable production of value-added chemicals and fuels.
My overall research goals are: (1) to gain mechanistic insight into electrochemical
hydrogenation on metal electrodes, (2) to explore the competition of ECH in both acidic
and alkaline aqueous solutions with HER and hydrodimerization reactions, (3) to
synthesize and evaluate carbon-supported nanoparticle catalysts for hydrogenation
reactions, and (4) to develop a new approach to pair HMF hydrogenation and oxidation for
the coproduction of sustainable biobased polymer precursors with high selectivity, yield
and efficiency.
Specifically, the main objective of Chapter 2 is to distinguish the two
hydrogenation/reduction mechanisms on metal foil electrodes in acidic electrolytes, and
relate those mechanisms to the observed trends in product selectivity for electrochemical
hydrogenation of furfural. Furfural is an important biobased platform molecule and serves
as a model for aldehyde reduction. Electrochemical approaches including the use of
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electrodes modified with organothiol SAMs, H/D kinetic isotope effects, cyclic
voltammetry and preparative electrolysis are used for the mechanistic study. The
contributions of catalytic and non-catalytic routes to the observed product distributions are
clarified by evaluating the requirement for direct chemical interactions with the electrode
surface and the role of adsorbed hydrogen.
Chapter 3 builds on the previous chapter to study the more complex molecule, HMF,
with the goal of providing mechanistic insights into the selective electrochemical
hydrogenation to BHMF on Ag electrodes, developing supported Ag nanoparticle catalysts
and pairing HMF hydrogenation and oxidation to generate two valuable products in a single
electrolysis cell. Carbon supported Ag nanoparticles cathode catalysts are compared to Ag
foil over a wide potential region for HMF hydrogenation. A homogeneous redox
electrocatalyst is used at the anode, for which the potential determines the rate but not the
selectivity to final product FDCA. The HMF hydrogenation and oxidation in a paired
electrolytic process is optimized to maximize the overall energy efficiency, enhance the
atom economy, and minimize the energy demand.
1.11
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ABSTRACT
Electrochemical reduction of biomass-derived platform chemicals is an emerging route

for the sustainable production of fuels and chemicals. However, understanding gaps
between reaction conditions, underlying mechanisms, and product selectivity have limited
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the rational design of active, stable, and selective catalyst systems. In this work, the
mechanisms of electrochemical reduction of furfural, an important biobased platform
molecule and model for aldehyde reduction, are explored through a combination of
voltammetry, preparative electrolysis, thiol-electrode modifications, and kinetic isotope
studies. It is demonstrated that two distinct mechanisms are operable on metallic Cu
electrodes in acidic electrolytes: (i) electrocatalytic hydrogenation (ECH) and (ii) direct
electroreduction. The contributions of each mechanism to the observed product distribution
are clarified by evaluating the requirement for direct chemical interactions with the
electrode surface and the role of adsorbed hydrogen. Further analysis reveals that
hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis products are generated by parallel ECH pathways.
Understanding the underlying mechanisms enables the manipulation of furfural reduction
by rationally tuning the electrode potential, electrolyte pH, and furfural concentration to
promote selective formation of important biobased polymer precursors and fuels.
2.1

Background

Electrocatalytic hydrogenation (ECH) is emerging as an environmentally-friendly
approach for the selective reduction of multifunctional chemicals. ECH is analogous to
conventional thermo-catalytic hydrogenation, with the key difference that adsorbed
hydrogen (Hads) is electrochemically generated in situ on the electrode surface by proton
or water reduction (Volmer reaction) rather than through the dissociation of molecular H2.1
In this way, the kinetic barriers for H2 activation are avoided and hydrogenations can be
performed without the need for external H2 supply and at mild conditions.2-4 ECH of
carbonyl groups, which are prevalent in important biobased platform chemicals, may yield
alcohols by hydrogenation with two Hads, or alkyls through hydrogenation and
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hydrogenolysis reactions with four Hads (Scheme 2.1). However, ECH is often in
competition with the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), which consumes Hads through
Tafel or Heyrovsky reactions and lowers the faradaic efficiency to ECH.5
Scheme 2.1. Proposed pathways of electrochemical reduction of carbonyls in acidic
electrolytes.

A significant challenge of performing selective electrocatalytic reductions is the
coexistence of direct electroreduction routes (Scheme 2.1), in which carbonyls participate
in electron transfer at the electrode and protonations occur in solution.6 The reaction with
one H+/e- pair generates a radical intermediate (C•–OH), which may either dimerize
through C–C coupling with a second radical, or be further converted by another H+/e- to
yield the alcohol product.6 Alternatively, equal amounts of aldehydes and alcohols may be
formed by the disproportionation of C•–OH. The preference for ECH or electroreduction
routes is largely determined by the relative potentials required for Hads and C•–OH
formation. As a result, ECH is strongly preferred on low hydrogen overpotential electrodes
(e.g. platinum-group metals), whereas electroreduction is preferred on high hydrogen
overpotential electrodes such as Pb, Hg, Cd, and graphite.1 However, the two routes may
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be in competition on electrodes with intermediate hydrogen overpotentials (e.g., Ni, Co,
Fe, Cu, Ag and Au), which is a complicating factor for mechanistic studies. In particular,
it is not straightforward to determine the pathway of alcohol formation, which may occur
through either ECH or electroreduction routes.
Biomass-derived oxygenates have the potential to replace fossil resources as feedstocks
for the sustainable production of fuels and chemicals.7-8 Currently, there is significant
interest in the electrochemical conversion of furanic compounds such as furfural and 5hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), owing to their versatility as platform chemicals for
production of polymers, fine chemicals, and biofuels, and their availability from biomass
by the acid-catalyzed dehydration of pentose and hexose sugars, respectively.9-10 In
particular, the selective hydrogenation of the aldehyde groups in furfural or HMF generates
furfuryl alcohol (FA) or 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF), respectively (Scheme 2.2),
which are precursors for production of polymers, resins, and chemicals.11 Selective
hydrogenolysis generates 2-methylfuran (MF) or 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF), which are
potential liquid transportation fuels.12-13 It has been demonstrated that the selectivity to
hydrogenation or hydrogenolysis products is influenced by the nature of the catalysts,
applied potential or current density, electrolyte pH, and initial reactant concentration.14-20
However, much of the recent literature has focused on proof-of-concepts, and there remain
understanding gaps between reaction conditions, underlying mechanisms, and observed
product selectivity. Notably, it remains unclear whether hydrogenations occur by Hads at
the electrode surface (ECH) or by H+ in solution (electroreduction).9, 18
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Scheme 2.2. Key hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis products of furfural and HMF.

Herein, we investigate the mechanisms for electrochemical reduction of the aldehyde
functionality of furfural in acidic electrolytes in order to elucidate the interplay between
ECH and electroreduction routes, and their effects on observed product selectivities. Cu
was selected as the electrode material because of its unique ability to generate
hydrogenolysis products with high selectivity.14 We demonstrate that both the ECH and
electroreduction mechanisms are operable on Cu, leading to formation of FA, MF, and the
dimer product hydrofuroin. Electrochemical measurements on electrodes modified with
organothiol self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs) provide strong

evidence that

hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis reactions require direct chemical interaction with the
electrode surface, whereas hydrofuroin formation is relatively insensitive to the nature of
surface. Moreover, observed H/D isotope effects, behavior under proton mass-transportlimited conditions, and a comparative study with a high hydrogen overpotential Pb
electrode indicate that Hads is required for hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis reactions,
namely by the ECH mechanisms. A pathway study reveals that further reduction of FA to
MF is not a significant contribution to the MF observed during the electrolysis of furfural,
and instead those products are likely formed by parallel reactions. Finally, the reactions are
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manipulated by applying knowledge of the underlying mechanisms and tuning reaction
conditions to promote selective formation of important chemicals for biobased polymers
and fuels synthesis. The techniques used in this work to distinguish different mechanisms
are not uniquely applicable to furfural reduction, and can potentially be extended to study
other important electrochemical reductions.
2.2
2.2.1

Experimental Details

Chemicals and Materials

Furfural (99%), furfuryl alcohol (98%), 2-methylfuran (99%), 3-mercaptopropionic acid
(99%), 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (99%), 12-mercaptododecanoic acid (96%), sulfuric acidd3 (95–98%, 99.5 atom% D), deuterium oxide (D2O, 99.9 atom% D), and sodium sulfate
(99%), were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Acetonitrile (CH3CN, 99.9% “HPLC grade”),
2-propanol (99.9%), hydrochloric acid (37%), sulfuric acid (98%), and buffer standard
solutions (pH 4.00 and 7.00) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Acetonitrile-d3 (99.8
atom% D) was obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. Water was deionized
(18.2 MΩ • cm) with a Barnstead E-Pure™ purification system and used to prepare all
electrolytes. Typical electrolytes were 0.5 M sulfuric acid (pH 0.5) or 0.5 M sulfate
solutions (pH 1.4–3.0) with 25% v/v CH3CN cosolvent. Electrolytes in deuterated solvents
were prepared with D2SO4, adjusted to the desired pD according to the widely accepted
formula21: pD = pH* + 0.40, in which pH* is the reading measured in D2O solution with a
pH meter calibrated in conventional aqueous buffers.
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2.2.2

Electrochemical Measurements

Electrochemical

measurements

were

performed

with

a

Bio-Logic

SP-300

electrochemical workstation. A double-junction Ag/AgCl (Pine Research Instrumentation)
and a graphite rod (Pine Research Instrumentation) were used as the reference and counter
electrodes, respectively. The reference electrode was calibrated against a reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE, eDAQ) and all potentials herein are reported on the RHE
reference scale. Electrolyte pH was measured with a handheld pH meter (Hanna HI98103)
calibrated in standard aqueous buffer solutions. Solution resistance between working and
reference electrodes was measured by potentiostatic electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy and compensated (85%) by the electrochemical workstation.
Cyclic voltammetry was performed on a Cu rotating disk electrode (RDE, 5.0 mm
diameter, Pine Research Instrumentation) at 2500 rpm. The RDE was polished with an
alumina suspension (0.3 µm, Allied High Tech Products, Inc.) on a microcloth polishing
disk (Buehler) and cleaned with deionized water in an ultrasonic bath before each use. The
electrolyte was purged with nitrogen gas before and during measurements. Cyclic
voltammograms were collected using a 50 mV s-1 sweep rate.
Preparative electrolysis was performed in an H-cell reactor with anode and cathode
chambers separated by a Nafion® 212 proton exchange membrane (PEM). Cathode
electrolyte was purged with argon gas (99.999%, Airgas, Inc.) throughout the reaction to
remove dissolved gases and evolved H2, and to strip the volatile product MF into a twochamber cold trap filled with CH3CN and cooled to –10 °C. Cu foils (0.127 mm thick,
99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were used as electrodes for preparative electrolysis immediately after
pretreatment by a cleaning sequence of 2-propanol, deionized water, dilute hydrochloric
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acid, and deionized water. Pb foils (0.76 mm thick, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar) were mechanically
polished with 600 grit sandpaper and cleaned with laboratory tissue. Unless noted
otherwise, the exposed geometric surface area of electrodes was maintained at 5.0 cm2,
accounting for both the front and back sides. Preparative electrolysis was performed in 20
ml of aqueous electrolyte containing 0.5 M sulfuric acid (approximately pH 0.5) or 0.5 M
sulfate solutions (pH 1.4–3.0) with 25% v/v CH3CN cosolvent and stirred at 1000 rpm with
a magnetic stir bar. For studying the effect of furfural initial concentration, a short reaction
time of 30 min was used to make comparisons at low degrees of conversion and relatively
constant bulk furfural concentrations. All reactions were performed at room temperature
(23 ± 1 °C).
2.2.3

Product Analysis

After preparative electrolysis reactions, liquid aliquots were collected from the reactor
chamber and cold trap and diluted in water or CH3CN for analysis by high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC). Hydrogen gas was quantified with a gas chromatograph
connected to the outlet of the cold trap. Hydrofuroin (1,2-di(furan-2-yl)ethane-1,2-diol)
was identified by 1H NMR and mass spectrometry (MS), and quantified by HPLC. Two
isomers of hydrofuroin are reported together for simplicity. Product analysis details and
calculations of selectivity and faradaic efficiency are included in Supporting Information.
2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion

Distinguishing ECH and Electroreduction Mechanisms

The first challenge in bridging the understanding gaps between mechanisms, reaction
conditions, and product selectivity for the electrochemical reduction of carbonyl groups is
to clarify which mechanisms are responsible for hydrogenation, hydrogenolysis, and
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hydrodimerization products. Electrodes modified with SAMs of organothiols were
employed to experimentally determine the nature of electrode processes responsible for
formation of each product. ECH involves strong interaction of reacting species with the
electrode surface and requires Hads as the hydrogen source. The electron transfer (ET) for
Hads formation is defined as an inner-sphere electrode process, and as such is highly
dependent on the electrode surface properties.5 However, for the electroreduction
mechanism, protonations occur in solution, and the heterogeneous ET may proceed by
either inner-sphere or outer-sphere processes. Outer-sphere reactions do not require strong
interactions between reactants and the electrode surface and ET occurs by electron
tunneling.22-23 Therefore outer-sphere reactions are generally less dependent on the nature
of the electrode material. Organic SAMs inhibit inner-sphere ET and ECH reactions by
preventing free diffusion of electroactive species and their direct access to the electrode
surface, but have only a small effect on outer-sphere ET rates if the layers are sufficiently
thin for facile electron tunneling.24-26 For the electroreduction pathway, the reduction of
furfural is expected to be unaffected by such SAM-modifications if it occurs by an outersphere ET process.
Three organothiols that readily form compact SAMs on Cu27-31 were selected to modify
the electrodes: two carboxyl-terminated alkanethiols with different chain lengths (C3 and
C12), namely 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) and 12-mercaptododecanoic acid (MDA)
and the heterocyclic 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT). Electron tunneling resistance has an
exponential dependence on tunneling distance, which is determined by the molecular
length of the SAMs.32 As a result, outer-sphere ET processes are suppressed on surfaces
blocked by long-chain linear alkanethiols (e.g. MDA, C12) SAMs, whereas they are
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essentially unaffected on surfaces blocked by short-chains (e.g. MPA, C3).24 Furthermore,
SAMs of conjugated molecules like MBT may be particularly effective at blocking surface
sites and inner-sphere ET, while still allowing electron tunneling (outer-sphere ET).33-36

Figure 2.1. (a) Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M H2SO4 with or without the addition of 0.25
mM MPA, MBT, or MDA and (b) with 0.05 M furfural on a Cu RDE. (c) Observed
production rates during preparative electrolysis of furfural on Cu, Cu-MPA, Cu-MBT, and
Cu-MDA electrodes. Conditions: 0.05 M furfural and 0.25 mM of the indicated
organothiol, pH 0.5 electrolyte, 1 h duration, E = –0.55 V.
HER can serve as a probe reaction to evaluate the quality of the SAMs and their
effectiveness to inhibit ET.37-38 Cyclic voltammetry revealed a significant decrease in HER
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and double-layer charging (capacitive) currents on thiol-modified Cu electrodes (Figure
2.1a), indicating that the SAMs inhibited access to electrochemically-active Cu surface
sites. The degree of current suppression was in the order of MPA < MBT ≪ MDA, with

MDA nearly completely blocking both faradaic and non-faradaic processes. Longer-chain
thiols, such as MDA, assemble into complete and impenetrable SAMs owing to their
stronger van der Waals intermolecular attractions,39 and as noted above their SAMs are of

sufficient thickness to inhibit electron tunneling. Layers of MPA and MBT would be
expected to completely suppress inner-sphere reactions, so the fact that HER current was
observed suggests that those films are incomplete or contain pinhole defects which allow
access to some active metal sites. MBT was more effective at inhibiting HER than MPA,
likely owing to the stronger intermolecular attractions of its aromatic structure.40 The same
trend of current suppression was observed in the presence of furfural (Figure 2.1b),
demonstrating that the thiol-modified electrodes also reduced the overall rate of furfural
reduction.
Constant-potential preparative electrolysis of furfural conducted in 0.5 M H2SO4
electrolyte confirmed that both furfural reduction and HER were inhibited by the SAMs.
Moreover, the distribution of furfural reduction products was very sensitive to surface
modifications, as shown in Figure 2.1c. FA and MF production rates were severely
suppressed on thiol-modified electrodes; for example, FA decreased from 64.5 to 2.7 μmol
h-1 and MF decreased from 391.0 to <0.1 μmol h-1 on Cu-MBT compared to unmodified
Cu. Similar results were obtained in a pH 3.0 electrolyte, in which FA and MF were both
suppressed on SAM-modified electrodes (Figure S2.4). Only trace amounts of furfural
reduction products or H2 were detected on the MDA-Cu electrode, confirming that C12
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thiol SAMs block nearly all the electrode reactions. These results indicate that
hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis pathways to FA and MF require direct interaction of
reactants with the Cu surface. In contrast, hydrofuroin formation rate was remarkably
unchanged on MPA-Cu (decreased 24%) and MBT-Cu (increased 6.1%) compared to the
unmodified Cu, strongly suggesting that the first e- transfer of the electroreduction pathway
may occur through outer-sphere ET, which does not require specific adsorption of furfural
or H.
Electrochemical experiments performed with H/D isotopically substituted solvents and
electrolytes were performed to further elucidate the mechanisms of furfural hydrogenation
and hydrogenolysis. Kinetic isotopic effects (KIE) have been observed for HER on many
electrode materials, including Cu, where the kinetics (i.e. exchange current density) of
HER are greater than deuterium evolution reaction (DER).41 This is exemplified by the
cathodic shift between the HER/DER waves (e.g. 87 mV at 10 mA cm-2) in deuterated
electrolytes, shown in Figure 2.2a. A normal KIE is also expected for the ECH mechanism,
which shares a common step with HER (Volmer reaction) and also involves reactions with
Hads. The voltammograms in Figure 2.2b show that furfural reduction experiences a KIE,
and that its magnitude is similar to HER (e.g. 98 mV shift at 10 mA cm-2). Production rates
for MF and FA determined by preparative electrolysis at –0.55 V decreased by 95.6% and
21.5% in pD 0.5 electrolyte, respectively, compared to pH 0.5 (Figure 2.2c). We
rationalize that the relatively minor decrease in FA rate compared to MF is attributed to a
selectivity change from MF to FA under deuterated conditions. Analogous experiments
performed at pH 3.0, a condition at which FA is the major product, showed that the
production rates for both MF and FA were significantly decreased (47.1% and 76.6%,
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respectively) in D-electrolyte compared to H-electrolyte. In contrast, the rate of
hydrofuroin production actually increased in D-electrolyte compared to H-electrolyte at
both pH (or pD) conditions, which may be a result of an equilibrium-shift for a preceding
homogeneous reaction (e.g. protonation) due to thermodynamic isotope effects.42 These
results are consistent with the behavior expected if MF and FA are from ECH reactions
and hydrofuroin is from electroreduction, and therefore are in agreement with the study on
thiol-modified electrodes.

Figure 2.2. (a) Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M H2SO4/H2O (pH 0.5) or D2SO4/D2O (pD
0.5) and (b) with 0.05 M furfural on a Cu RDE. (c) Observed production rates during
preparative electrolysis of furfural on Cu electrodes in H- or D- electrolytes. Conditions:
0.05 M furfural, 1 h duration, E = –0.55 V.
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ECH and electroreduction mechanisms can be further distinguished by studying furfural
reduction under a special case of mass-transport-limited conditions. The rates of reactions
which consume protons at the electrode/electrolyte interface (e.g. HER and ECH) can
become completely mass-transport-limited in mildly acidic conditions at moderate current
densities, owing to the low bulk proton concentrations. This is shown by the rotating-disk
voltammogram in Figure 2.3a, in which the rate of HER plateaus to a mass-transportlimited current density (jl,HER) of –20.9 mA cm-2 in a pH 3.0 electrolyte. Similarly, ECH
reactions consume interfacial protons through the Volmer reaction (H+ + e– → Hads).
Consequently, if furfural reduction proceeds solely by ECH, it would also be subject to
proton transport limitations and its rate would be limited accordingly. In contrast, if furfural
reduction proceeds only by electroreduction, in which protonations occur in the bulk
solution, its rate would not be limited by proton transport to the electrode surface. This has
been demonstrated for the similar case of benzaldehyde electroreduction, for which the
mass-transport-limited current was proportional to substrate concentration, even in very
mild acidic conditions (i.e. pH 5.2).43 Preparative electrolysis results (Figure 2.3b) show
that H2, FA, MF, and hydrofuroin formation accounted for 11.6%, 44.8%, 26.9%, and 4.9%
of the total current at –0.75 V, a potential within the transport-limited region under
electrolysis conditions (Figure S2.6). Assuming that FA and MF are from ECH reactions
and hydrofuroin is from electroreduction, this would indicate that the vast majority of the
total current should be subject to proton transport limitations (i.e. 83.3% to H2, FA, and
MF), while a minor fraction would not (i.e. 4.9% to hydrofuroin). Figure 2.3a shows that
mass-transport-limited furfural reduction currents were remarkably similar to jl,HER, and
increased only slightly as furfural concentration was increased (e.g. +5.2% difference with
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0.04 M furfural). Therefore, the comparison between mass-transport-limited currents for
HER and furfural reduction is very consistent with the proposal that FA and MF are
products of ECH and hydrofuroin is from electroreduction. Moreover, Figure 2.3b shows
that the product distribution was nearly identical at lower potentials (e.g. –0.55 V), which
is evidence that these mechanisms are applicable within the potential range of interest.

Figure 2.3. (a) Cyclic voltammograms at pH 3.0 with various furfural concentrations
recorded on a Cu RDE. Baseline correction was performed to remove the contribution of
double-layer charging currents. (b) Faradaic efficiency to furfural reduction products and
H2 measured from preparative electrolysis. Conditions: pH 3.0 electrolyte, 0.05 M furfural,
1 h duration.
Additional mechanistic insight may be gained by comparing Cu to a different electrode
material on which direct electroreduction mechanisms are known to dominate. Pb
electrodes are commonly used to perform electroreductions without competition from
interfering reactions (e.g. HER or electrocatalytic reactions), owing to their weak hydrogen
adsorption properties.44 In fact, the onset potential for furfural reduction on Pb is more than
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400 mV more positive than HER (Figure S2.7), indicating that Hads does not participate in
furfural reduction mechanisms. Hydrofuroin was the major detected product from
preparative electrolysis at –0.55 V on Pb, corresponding to faradaic efficiencies of 34%
and 38% at pH 0.5 and pH 3.0, respectively (Figure 2.4). On the other hand, no H2 or MF,
and very little FA (<2% faradaic efficiency), were detected under these conditions. A
resinous precipitate in the reactor and unidentified peaks in the product chromatographs
were observed which were not identified or quantified in this work, but likely contributed
to the low total faradaic efficiencies to detected products. Such products have been
previously observed during electrochemical furfural reduction,16, 45 and may be other dimer
or oligomer byproducts of electroreduction reactions.46 Figure 2.4 also shows that the
products observed on Pb were distinctly different than Cu, on which FA and MF were the
main products. This result is further evidence that FA and MF formation requires Hads and
occurs through ECH mechanisms on Cu.

Figure 2.4. Comparison of furfural preparative electrolysis in pH 0.5 or pH 3.0 electrolytes
on Pb or Cu electrodes. Conditions: 0.05 M furfural, 1 h duration; E = –0.55 V.
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2.3.2

Reaction Pathways

It has been previously implied that MF is a secondary product of furfural reduction on
Cu, with FA formed as an intermediate under electrochemical conditions.14, 16, 19 This
would suggest that ECH product selectivity can be tuned by varying the extent of reaction,
with MF preferred at high conversion after subsequent hydrogenolysis of FA. In clear
contradiction, we found that FA and MF selectivities were remarkably constant with
respect to reaction duration and degree of furfural conversion (Figure 2.5a), which
suggests that the two products are mainly generated from parallel, not consecutive
reactions, on Cu electrodes.
The cyclic voltammogram of FA was nearly identical to that of the blank electrolyte,
which suggests that HER was the dominant electrode reaction in the presence of FA
(Figure 2.5b). Preparative electrolysis of FA resulted in ca. 100% efficiency to HER at –
0.55 V at both pH 0.5 and 3.0 on the Cu electrode, whereas only a negligible amount of
MF was detected corresponding to <1% efficiency (Figure 2.5c). An initial FA
concentration of 0.01 M was chosen to represent typical bulk concentrations present during
furfural reduction. These results indicate that hydrogenolysis of FA is very slow under
these conditions; therefore, the large amount of MF produced during furfural reduction is
generated in parallel with FA, rather than from the decoupled sequential reduction of FA
product.
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Figure 2.5. (a) Conversion and selectivity over time during the preparative electrolysis on
Cu. Conditions: 0.05 M furfural, pH 0.5 electrolyte, E = –0.55 V. Each bar represents an
independent experiment. (b) Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M H2SO4 with or without 0.01
M FA recorded on a Cu RDE. (c) Faradaic efficiency to MF and H2 during the preparative
electrolysis of 0.01 M FA performed on Cu. Conditions: pH 0.5 or 3.0 electrolyte, 1 h
duration, E = –0.55 V.
Insight into feasible pathways for MF formation which bypass the FA intermediate was
obtained by Shi et al. who explored the catalytic conversion of furfural to FA and MF on
Cu(111) surfaces on the basis of density functional theory (DFT) calculations.47 They
found that H addition or decomposition pathways of the preferred monohydrogenated
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alkoxyl intermediate (C4H3O–CH2O) had similar energy barriers (1.17 and 1.18 eV,
respectively) and thermodynamic free energy changes (0.24 and 0.33 eV, respectively),
and therefore parallel routes to FA or MF through this intermediate should be competitive.
Comprehensive DFT modeling of furfural conversion under electrochemical conditions
and in situ spectroscopy should be focuses of future work to confirm the pathway.
2.3.3

Impact of Reaction Conditions

The efficiency and selectivity of furfural reduction can be manipulated by applying
knowledge of the underlying mechanisms to rationally choose experimental conditions
such as electrode potential, reactant concentration, and electrolyte pH. The faradaic
efficiency for furfural reduction is determined by its kinetic competition with HER. It is
generally accepted that HER on Cu occurs by the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism,5 shown
in Equations 1–2 for acidic electrolytes.
H+ + e– → Hads

(1)

Hads + H+ + e– → H2

(2)

The present work provides strong evidence that FA and MF are produced by ECH
reactions through parallel hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis pathways. Accordingly, their
formation rates will be dependent on the surface coverages of both Hads and furfural
adsorbates.3 The surface coverage of Hads is determined by the relative kinetics of its
adsorption and desorption (Equations 1–2), which are potential-dependent electrochemical
reactions, as well as the non-electrochemical reaction between furfural adsorbates and Hads.
Therefore, the rate of ECH will depend on potential and other factors which influence Hads
and furfural adsorbate coverage, including furfural concentration and electrolyte pH.
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Hydrofuroin formation via the electroreduction mechanism does not involve Hads, however
its formation is also dependent on potential, substrate concentration, and electrolyte pH.48
Furthermore, it was shown in this work that the ET preceding dimerization can occur by
an outer-sphere process, and is not sensitive to the presence of surface adsorbates.

Figure 2.6. (a) Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M H2SO4 with or without 0.05 M furfural on
a Cu RDE. (b) Preparative electrolysis of furfural at varying cathode potentials. Conditions:
0.05 M furfural, pH 0.5 electrolyte, 144 C charge transferred, electrode area was 2.5 cm2
for –0.6 and –0.65 V. (c) Preparative electrolysis of furfural with various initial furfural
concentration. Conditions: pH 0.5 electrolyte, 30 min duration, E = –0.55 V (d) Preparative
electrolysis of furfural with electrolyte pH 0.5–3.0. Conditions: 0.05 M furfural, 1 h
duration, E = –0.55 V.
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The onset potential of furfural reduction on Cu is about –0.35 V, as shown by the
increased cathodic current in the presence of furfural compared to HER (Figure 2.6a).
Preparative electrolysis was performed at constant potentials ranging from –0.45 V to –
0.65 V. Figure 2.6b shows that FA and MF were the dominant furfural reduction products
over the evaluated potential range, indicating that there was sufficient Hads on the electrode
surface for the ECH mechanism to dominate under these conditions (i.e. pH 0.5, initial
furfural concentration 0.05 M). Accordingly, hydrofuroin formation via the
electroreduction mechanism was minor, with typically less than 2% faradaic efficiency.
The total current density increased at more negative potentials, however, faradaic
efficiency to furfural reduction decreased significantly, corresponding to an increase in H2
production. The rate of the Volmer reaction (Equation 1) is enhanced at more negative
potentials, resulting in a greater total availability of Hads for HER or ECH. However, HER
will outpace ECH at more negative potentials because the rate constant of the Heyrovsky
reaction (Equation 2) increases exponentially with potential, whereas the reaction between
furfural adsorbates and Hads is non-electrochemical and the rate constant is potentialindependent. Cathode potential also influenced the ECH selectivity, with the preference
for MF more pronounced at increasingly negative potentials, as seen qualitatively by the
relative faradaic efficiencies of MF and FA in Figure 2.6b. Electrode potential regulates
the charge transfer kinetics, surface states, and stability of adsorbed species, and therefore
can have significant influence on the selectivity of complex multistep reactions.49
The influence of initial furfural concentration was evaluated over the range of 0.01 to
0.2 M in a pH 0.5 electrolyte. Figure 2.6c shows that the competition between furfural
reduction and HER was highly dependent on furfural concentration, evidenced by the
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decrease in FEHER from 80.0% to 9.9% over the evaluated concentration range. Increasing
bulk furfural concentrations generally facilitated higher surface coverage of furfural
adsorbates, and consequently enhanced rates of ECH reactions forming FA and MF.
Conversely, the rate of HER was decreased owing to the increased competition for
available Hads. Interestingly, the ECH rate actually decreased when furfural concentration
was further increased from 0.1 M to 0.2 M, indicating that the electrode surface became
oversaturated with furfural-related adsorbates. In contrast, the rate of hydrofuroin
formation, which does not require Hads, increased steadily over the range of furfural
concentrations. Additionally, the selectivity of ECH reactions was sensitive to furfural
concentration, as the molar ratio of MF to FA products decreased from ca. 6.2 at 0.01 M
to 2.4 at 0.2 M furfural concentration. Unidentified products were also observed after tests
in which greater hydrofuroin formation occurred (e.g. 0.1 and 0.2 M furfural), and likely
contributed to the lower total faradaic efficiencies at those conditions, similarly to the
previously mentioned results of furfural reduction on Pb electrodes.
Varying electrolyte pH had a significant effect on the selectivity and efficiency of
furfural reduction, as shown by the preparative electrolysis results at –0.55 V in Figure
2.6d. The different pH conditions were compared at a constant potential versus the pHcorrected RHE reference scale in order to account for the change in equilibrium reduction
potentials with electrolyte pH. Even so, the rates of HER and ECH decreased notably with
increasing electrolyte pH, which can be rationalized by considering mass transport effects.
HER and ECH consume protons at the electrode/electrolyte interface and can become
mass-transport-limited if proton transport from the bulk solution is insufficient, as is the
case in mildly acidic electrolytes (e.g. pH 3.0, see Figure S2.6). In contrast, the rate of
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hydrofuroin formation, which does not require surface hydrogen, was not significantly
affected by pH. The increased faradaic efficiency to hydrofuroin at higher pH can be
attributed to the lower relative contributions from ECH and HER. The preference to FA or
MF was very sensitive to changes in electrolyte pH, which suggests that the electrocatalytic
hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis pathways may have different pH dependences. MF was
preferred at low pH, whereas FA was the major product at pH 3.0 (FA/MF molar ratio =
2.6). It has been previously suggested that the ratio of hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis
products of ECH reactions is sensitive to the presence of metal ions, such as Na+, in
electrolytes.50 However, this effect is unlikely to explain the present results because the
same selectivity trends were observed when H2SO4/Na2SO4 electrolytes were replaced with
dilute H2SO4 electrolytes (Figure S2.5). The increased selectivity to FA at higher pH may
be a result of the lower relative availability of Hads compared to furfural adsorbates. As
previously discussed, the rates of HER and ECH reactions decreased at higher pH owing
to limited availability of protons at the electrode/electrolyte interface. It is plausible that
the hydrogenation pathway to FA, which requires two Hads, and the hydrogenolysis
pathway to MF in which four Hads participate could be sensitive to the relative availability
of Hads and furfural adsorbates. This explanation would also be consistent with the initial
concentration study (Figure 2.6c), in which MF was more favorable at lower furfural
concentrations, which facilitate higher coverage of Hads relative to furfural adsorbates.
However, without direct analysis of surface species the exact nature of this selectivity
change remains a focus for future investigations.
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2.4

Conclusions

The electrochemical reduction of furfural in acidic electrolytes was explored with the
goals of distinguishing mechanisms of product formation and bridging understanding gaps
between mechanisms, reaction conditions, and product selectivity. Electrodes modified
with organothiol SAMs were utilized to determine the requirement for direct reactantelectrode interactions, and the nature of heterogeneous ET responsible for formation of
hydrogenation, hydrogenolysis, and hydrodimerization products. FA and MF formation
were inhibited on electrodes modified with MPA and MBT, which indicates those
processes require direct interaction with the electrode surface. In comparison, hydrofuroin
formation was unaffected, which suggests that the first electron transferred in the
electroreduction mechanism, prior to dimerization, is an outer-sphere process and is
therefore insensitive to the electrode surface properties or catalytic activity. Production
rates of FA and MF exhibited a strong H/D isotope effect, which strongly suggests they are
formed through the ECH mechanism by a reaction with electrochemically adsorbed H (or
D). An investigation of furfural reduction under proton mass-transport-limited conditions
by RDE voltammetry confirmed that MF and FA formation consume protons at the
electrode/electrolyte interface, consistent with the ECH mechanism. A comparison of the
products formed on a Cu electrode to those formed on a high hydrogen overpotential Pb
electrode provided additional evidence that MF and FA formation requires Hads, through
the ECH mechanisms. A pathway study revealed that hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis
products, FA and MF, are formed mainly through parallel reactions, in which FA is not a
major intermediate for MF formation. Finally, understanding of the underlying
mechanisms enabled the manipulation of electrochemical furfural reduction by rationally
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tuning the electrode potential, electrolyte pH, and furfural concentration to promote
selective formation of important chemicals for bio-based polymers and fuels production.
Collectively, these studies highlight the decisive role that reaction conditions play in
determining the selectivity of ECH reactions of bioderived oxygenates to hydrogenation or
hydrogenolysis products, and the competition between ECH, electroreduction, and HER
pathways.
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2.7 Supporting Information
2.7.1

Nafion® 212 Membrane Pretreatment

Nafion® 212 membranes were placed in a bath of 3% H2O2 solution heated to 80 °C for
1 h under magnetic stirring to remove organic impurities. Then, the membranes were rinsed
in deionized water and placed in a deionized water bath at 100 °C for 2 h under magnetic
stirring. Next, the membranes were placed in bath of 0.5 M H2SO4 at 80 °C for 1 h under
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magnetic stirring. Finally, the membranes were rinsed in deionized water at 80 °C and
stored in deionized water.
2.7.2

Product Separation, Identification, and Quantification

Liquid aliquots were taken from the reactor chamber and gas trap and diluted in water
or CH3CN for product analysis with an HPLC (Agilent Technologies 1260) equipped with
a variable wavelength detector (VWD, G1314B) at 210 nm. Additionally, the reactor and
components were rinsed in deionized water after completion of the reaction to collect
residual species. The column (Phenomenex Inc., Gemini C18, 3 µm 110 Å) was operated
at 45 °C with a binary gradient method containing water and CH3CN at 0.6 ml min‒1 flow
rate. The CH3CN fraction was increased from an initial 15% (v/v) to 60% during 5‒15 min,
and then was decreased to 15% from 17‒24 min. Peaks for FA, furfural and MF eluded at
10.8, 12.7, and 22.7 min, respectively. Hydrofuroin (1,2-di(furan-2-yl)ethane-1,2-diol)
eluded at two different times (14.0 and 16.3 min). Products were identified by comparison
with authentic samples prepared in 25% or 100% CH3CN solutions, except for hydrofuroin
which was identified by fraction collection combined with 1H NMR (Figure S2.2 and
Figure S2.3) and MS analysis (details in Section 2.7.4).
A gas chromatograph (SRI Instrument 8610C MG#3) equipped with HaySep D column
and MolSieve 5 Å columns was used for analyzing H2 gas. A schematic of the gas flow
path for preparative electrolysis experiments is shown in Figure S2.1. A thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) was used to detect H2 with Ar (Airgas, 99.999%) as the carrier
gas. H2 was calibrated with a commercial gas mixture (Matheson Tri Gas MicroMAT 14)
under operating conditions. Gas aliquots were sampled every 12 minutes with the first
injection starting approximately four minutes after the reaction initialized. The amount of
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gas evolved from D-electrolytes was approximated assuming 100% D2 product, and
quantified using a calibration constant derived from the H2 calibration after being adjusted
for the different thermal conductivities of H2 (1828 W cm–1 K–1) and D2 (1372 W cm–1 K–
1

) at 298 K.1

Figure S2.1. Schematic of gas flow path for preparative electrolysis experiments. MFC =
mass flow controller, GC = gas chromatograph.
Reference:
[1] Dean, J. A., Lange's Handbook of Chemistry. Fifthteenth ed.; McGraw-Hill, Inc.: New
York, 1999.
2.7.3

Calculations of Selectivity and Faradaic Efficiency

Faradaic efficiency (FE) to liquid product 𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 = MF, FA, hydrofuroin) was calculated

by:

𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 =

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹
𝑄𝑄

∙ 100%

(S1)

where Ni is the number of moles of product 𝑖𝑖, 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 is the number of electrons transferred per
molecule of product (z = 4 for MF and 2 for FA and hydrofuroin), F is the Faraday constant

(96,485.3 C mol–1), and Q is the total charge in coulombs transferred in the external circuit
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as measured by the electrochemical workstation. Product selectivity (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ) was calculated
using Equations S2–S4:

𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝑓𝑓,0 −𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡

𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝑓𝑓,0 −𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =

∙ 100%

∙ 100%

(S2)
(S3)

2𝑁𝑁ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓,0 −𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡

∙ 100%

(S4)

where 𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓,0 and 𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡 are the initial and final amounts of furfural (moles).

The incremental amount of evolved H2 (𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 , moles) was calculated by Equation S5:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 = 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻2 ∙ 10−6 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(S5)

where 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻2 is the concentration (ppm) of H2 measured by GC, P is atmospheric pressure (P
= 1.013×105 Pa), V is the volume of GC sampling loop (V = 1 cm3), R is the gas constant

(R = 8.314 J mol-1 K-1), T is absolute temperature (T = 293 K). The instantaneous faradaic
efficiency of H2 (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻2 ) was calculated by Equation S6:
𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻2 =

𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻2 𝐹𝐹
∆𝑄𝑄

∙ 100%

(S6)

where 𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻2 is the number of electrons transferred per molecule of H2 (𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻2 = 2), ∆𝑄𝑄 is the

incremental charge transferred during the time (t) required to fill the sampling loop. The
𝑉𝑉

1 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚3

60 𝑠𝑠

time to fill the sample loop (t) was determined as: 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 208 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚3 /𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∙ 1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

0.288 𝑠𝑠. Overall faradaic efficiency to H2 (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐻𝐻2 ) was determined as the average of 𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻2
values measured throughout the reaction.

The total amount of H2 evolved (NH2) during a reaction was estimated according to
Equation S7:
𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻2 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐻𝐻2 𝑄𝑄
𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻2 𝐹𝐹

(S7)
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2.7.4

Identification and Quantification of Hydrofuroin

A fraction of hydrofuroin was collected using an HPLC (Waters Alliance) equipped
with an automatic fraction collector (Waters Fraction Collector III). The same column
conditions and pumping method were used as described in Section 2.7.2, except that 0.1%
formic acid (OptimaTM LC/MS grade, Fisher) was added to the mobile phases. The
collected fractions were dried in a vacuum oven and dissolved in water and CH3CN and
analyzed with a Waters Acquity H-Class ultra-performance liquid chromatography
(UPLC) instrument equipped with a mass detector (Waters ACQUITY QDa) operated in
positive ion mode. Both fractions were also dried in a vacuum oven and reconstituted in
acetonitrile-d3 (99.8 atom%, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.) for 1H NMR analysis
with a Bruker 600 MHz NMR spectrometer (AVIII600). DMSO (99.9%, Fisher Scientific)
was added as an internal standard to determine the concentration of hydrofuroin. The same
samples were analyzed by HPLC (as described in Section 2.7.2) to acquire quantitative
calibration curves based on the concentrations determined by 1H NMR. Those calibrations
curves were used for quantitation of hydrofuroin used throughout the main text.
1,2-di(furan-2-yl)ethane-1,2-diol (hydrofuroin 1)
1

H NMR (600 MHz, CD3CN) δ 7.48 (dd, J = 1.9, 0.8 Hz, 2H), 6.41 (dd, J = 3.2, 1.8 Hz,

2H), 6.34 (dd, J = 3.2, 0.8 Hz, 2H), 4.87 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 2H), 3.56 (s, 2H).
ESI-MS: [M + H – H2O]+ calculated m/z 177, found m/z 177.
1,2-di(furan-2-yl)ethane-1,2-diol (hydrofuroin 2)
1

H NMR (600 MHz, CD3CN) δ 7.41 (dd, J = 1.8, 0.9 Hz, 2H), 6.33 (dd, J = 3.2, 1.8 Hz,

2H), 6.25 (dd, J = 3.2, 0.9 Hz, 2H), 4.88 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 2H), 3.81 (s, 2H)
ESI-MS: [M + H – H2O]+ calculated m/z 177, found m/z 177.
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Figure S2.2. 1H-NMR spectra of hydrofuroin-1
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Figure S2.3. 1H-NMR spectra of hydrofuroin-2
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2.7.5

Additional Preparative Electrolysis Data

Table S2.1. Preparative electrolysis of 0.01 M furfuryl alcohol.a
javg
FA loss
‒2
(mA cm ) (mol%)

MF detected
(μmol h‒1)

FEH2
(%)

FEMF
(%)

9.6

1.28

100.2

0.26

0

10.5

0.02

-

-

0.5

0

11.7

0.03

-

-

3.0

–1.7

1.8

0.09

101.4

0.06

entry

electrode

E (V)

pH

1

Cu

–0.55

0.5

–6.7

2

Cub

OCP

0.5

3

nonec

n/a

4

Cu

–0.55

a

Conditions: reaction time: 1 h. b control test with identical conditions to entry 1 except
at open circuit potential conditions (OCP). c control test with no working electrode
present.
Table S2.2. Preparative electrolysis of 0.05 M furfural at various applied potentials at pH
0.5.a
E
(V vs RHE)

electrode
area (cm2)

time
(min)

SMF (%)

SFA (%)

Shydrofuroin
(%)

conversion
(%)

–0.45

5

164

52.8

13.0

2.2

49.6

–0.50

5

63

67.8

16.3

1.6

34.8

–0.55

5

23

66.4

9.6

2.4

33.9

–0.60

2.5

28

71.2

9.0

2.5

28.6

–0.65

2.5

7

70.1

5.0

1.9

16.6

a

Charge transferred 144 C.
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Table S2.3. Preparative electrolysis of furfural at various initial furfural concentrations
at pH 0.5.a
initial
Shydrofuroin
conversion
SMF (%)
SFA (%)
concentration (M) Q (C)
(%)
(%)

a

0.01

89.2

70.1

11.3

0.8

36.9

0.05

181.8

68.6

10.4

1.6

37.9

0.1

189.7

55.2

12.1

5.3

27.4

0.2

142.3

32.7

13.4

13.6

14.6

Conditions: E = –0.55 V, reaction time: 30 min.

Table S2.4. Preparative Electrolysis of 0.05 M furfural with various electrolyte pH.a

a

pH

Q (C)

SMF (%)

SFA (%)

Shydrofuroin
(%)

conversion
(%)

0.5b

283.2

66.8

11.0

1.8

57.9

1.4

215.0

53.2

18.6

3.9

52.1

2

98.6

31.4

26.0

5.5

36.9

3b

31.1

15.4

39.6

6.2

16.4

Conditions: E = –0.55 V, reaction time: 1 h. b values for pH 0.5 and 3.0 are averages
of three experiments (see Table S2.6).
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Table S2.5. Preparative electrolysis of 0.05 M furfural on Cu-MPA, Cu-MBT, and CuMDA electrodes.a
NFA
Nhydrofuroin
NH2
pH thiol
Exp.
Q (C) NMF (µmol)
(µmol)
(µmol)
(µmol)

0.5

0.5

0.5

3.0

3.0

3.0
a

MPA

MBT

MDA

MPA

MBT

MDA

1

30.4

1.82

22.7

4.24

119

2

29.6

1.77

23.1

4.16

114

3

26.4

1.68

21.4

3.85

104

average

28.8

1.76

22.4

4.08

112

σ

2.1

0.07

0.9

0.21

7.7

1

10.1

0.088

2.81

6.35

33.5

2

6.7

0.028

2.02

4.13

20.1

3

11.0

0.086

3.17

6.61

35.9

average

9.3

0.067

2.66

5.70

29.9

σ

2.3

0.034

0.59

1.36

8.5

1

1.57

0.21

0.26

0.12

4.56

1

22.2

4.80

12.4

3.75

86.4

2

22.0

5.28

11.3

4.05

85.7

3

28.2

9.98

16.7

5.96

96.1

average

24.2

6.69

13.5

4.59

89.4

σ

3.5

2.86

2.9

1.20

5.8

1

4.1

0.033

2.05

3.30

9.96

2

6.0

0.035

2.22

2.91

19.5

3

5.1

0.029

2.19

3.49

14.5

average

5.1

0.032

2.15

3.24

14.7

σ

0.9

0.003

0.09

0.30

4.8

1

0.97

0.106

0.292

1.250

0.080

Conditions: E = –0.55 V, thiol concentration: 0.25 mM, reaction time: 1 h.

Table S2.6. Preparative electrolysis of 0.05 M furfural on Cu.a
pH

0.5

a

Q (C)

NMF
(µmol)

NFA
(µmol)

Nhydrofuroin
(µmol)

NH2
(µmol)

FEMF
(%)

FEFA (%)

FEhydrofuroin
(%)

FEH2 (%)

1

271.5

399

65.9

5.05

436

56.7

4.7

0.4

31.0

2

310.0

395

66.8

5.59

606

49.2

4.2

0.3

37.7

3

268.1

379

60.9

5.46

438

54.6

4.4

0.4

31.5

average

283.2

391

64.5

5.37

493

53.5

4.4

0.4

33.4

σ

23.3

11

3.2

0.29

97.4

3.9

0.3

0.0

3.7

1

32.0

28.5

62.9

5.18

22.1

34.4

37.9

3.1

13.3

2

29.6

25.1

64.1

5.45

22.1

32.7

41.7

3.5

14.4

3

31.7

21.8

66.2

4.61

35.7

26.5

40.3

2.8

21.7

average

31.1

25.2

64.4

5.08

26.6

31.2

40.0

3.2

16.5

σ

1.3

3.4

1.7

0.42

7.9

4.1

1.9

0.4

4.6

Conditions: E = –0.55 V, thiol concentration: 0.25 mM, reaction time: 1 h.
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3.0

Exp.
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Figure S2.4. Observed production rates during preparative electrolysis of furfural on Cu,
Cu-MPA, Cu-MBT, and Cu-MDA electrodes. Conditions: 0.05 M furfural and 0.25 mM
of the indicated organothiol, pH 3.0 electrolyte, 1 h; E = –0.55 V.

Figure S2.5. Preparative electrolysis of furfural with electrolyte of various H2SO4
concentrations. Conditions: 0.05 M furfural, E = –0.55 V.
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2.7.6

Additional RDE Voltammetry

Figure S2.6. Cyclic voltammograms recorded on a 5.0 cm2 Cu foil electrode under actual
electrolysis conditions: sweep rate 50 mV s-1; magnetic stirring at 1000 rpm setting; pH 3.0
electrolyte with or without 0.05 M furfural.

Figure S2.7. Cyclic voltammograms in 0.5 M H2SO4 with or without 0.05 M furfural on a
Pb RDE (5.0 mm diameter, Pine Research Instrumentation) at 2500 rpm.
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PAIRED ELECTROCATALYTIC HYDROGENATION AND OXIDATION OF 5(HYDROXYMETHYL)FURFURAL FOR EFFICIENT PRODUCTION OF
BIOMASS-DERIVED MONOMERS
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ABSTRACT
Electrochemical conversion of biomass-derived compounds is a promising route for

sustainable chemical production. Herein, we report unprecedentedly high efficiency for
conversion of 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) to biobased monomers by pairing HMF
reduction and oxidation half-reactions in a single electrochemical cell. Electrocatalytic
hydrogenation of HMF to 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF) was achieved under mild
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conditions using carbon-supported Ag nanoparticles (Ag/C) as the cathode catalyst. The
competition between Ag-catalyzed HMF hydrogenation to BHMF and undesired HMF
hydrodimerization and hydrogen evolution reactions was sensitive to cathode potential.
Also, the carbon support material in Ag/C was active for HMF reduction at strongly
cathodic potentials, leading to additional hydrodimerization and low BHMF selectivity.
Accordingly, precise control of the cathode potential was critical for achieving high BHMF
selectivity and efficiency. In contrast, the selectivity of HMF oxidation facilitated by a
homogeneous

electrocatalyst,

4-acetamido-TEMPO

(ACT,

TEMPO

=

2,2,6,6‐

tetramethylpiperidine‐1‐oxyl), together with an inexpensive carbon felt electrode, was
intrinsically insensitive to anode potential. Thus, it was feasible to conduct HMF
hydrogenation to BHMF and oxidation to 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA) in a single
cathode-potential-controlled cell. Electrocatalytic HMF conversion in the paired cell
achieved high yields of BHMF and FDCA (85% and 98%, respectively) and a combined
electron efficiency of 187%, corresponding to a nearly two-fold enhancement compared to
the unpaired cells.
3.1

Background

Organic electrosynthesis has emerged as a promising methodology for environmentallyfriendly chemical production.1 In electroorganic reactions, electrons serve as an inherently
clean reagent to replace stoichiometric oxidants or reductants, and thereby eliminate toxic
waste and byproducts.2 The driving force of electrode reactions can be directly manipulated
by controlling the potential, which can enable very high selectivity for desired molecular
transformations. Moreover, the electrochemical cells can potentially be powered by
electricity from renewable sources,3-4 thereby reducing the overall carbon footprint.
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Despite these advantages, the industrial electrosynthesis of organic molecules is very
limited in terms of number of processes and production volumes.5 Factors limiting its
widespread application are poor catalyst activity and reaction rates, as well as high energy
demands.6
Electrocatalytic hydrogenation (ECH) of biomass-derived molecules has received great
attention in recent years.7-12 ECH is analogous to thermal catalytic hydrogenation, with the
key difference that surface-adsorbed hydrogen atoms are generated electrochemically from
water or proton reduction, rather than from hydrogen gas.13 In this way, the large kinetic
barriers for H2 dissociation are avoided, therefore allowing ECH to proceed at mild
temperatures and pressures and without the need for conventional hydrogenation catalysts
(e.g., Pt, Pd, Ni). However, it can be challenging to obtain high selectivity and efficiency
for the desired transformation because multiple reaction pathways and competing reactions
may exist.11 Electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is operable on metal
electrodes at cathodic potentials, and consumes adsorbed hydrogen atoms in competition
with

ECH.

Additionally,

carbonyl-containing

substrates

may

undergo

direct

electroreduction and hydrodimerization reactions.14
Electrochemical half-reactions always occur in pairs, but most commercialized
electrochemical processes only utilize one of the two electrodes for generation of desired
products.15 For example, electrochemical reductions are typically paired with water
oxidation as a benign counter reaction. However, water oxidation has sluggish kinetics and
the oxygen gas produced is not valuable. Therefore, substantial gains in terms of economic
feasibility and energy efficiency can be made by pairing two half-reactions that generate
desired products in single electrochemical cell.16 In this way, the theoretical maximum
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electron efficiency is 200%, two times greater than in conventional unpaired cells.17
Moreover, the paired electrolysis approach can lower capital and operation costs by
reducing the number of reactors or processing steps required. Nevertheless, there are
challenges arising from mismatched optimal current densities for the two half-reactions,
chemical incompatibilities, and crossover issues.18
Utilizing renewable feedstocks is a pillar of green chemistry.19 One promising
renewable molecule is 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF). HMF is accessible from biomass
through the dehydration of fructose or glucose, and is an important platform chemical that
can be diversified into a variety of value-added chemicals and fuels.20-22 Electrocatalytic
conversion has recently received great attention as a promising method for HMF
hydrogenation or oxidation to biobased monomers (Scheme 3.1).23 Specifically, the
selective hydrogenation of HMF generates 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (BHMF), which
is an important precursor for production of polyesters and polyurethane foams.24 Selective
oxidation of HMF generates 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA). FDCA is a feedstock for
production of polyethylene 2,5-furandicarboxylate (PEF), a promising biobased alternative
to petroleum-derived polyethylene terephthalate.25
Scheme 3.1. Conversion of HMF by hydrogenation to BHMF or oxidation to FDCA.

It was recently shown in two separate reports that electrocatalytic hydrogenation of
HMF to BHMF and redox-mediated oxidation of HMF to FDCA can both be conducted in
mildly basic electrolytes (i.e. pH 9.2) and with good selectivity.10, 26 Such conditions are
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well suited for electrochemical conversion of biomass-derived chemicals including HMF,
which are typically unstable in extremely acidic or basic environments. Moreover, there is
an untapped opportunity to integrate the two HMF half-reactions in a paired
electrochemical cell, without additional issues related to electrolyte or HMF crossover. The
overall reaction would consume only HMF, water, and electricity, and generate no waste
products. Despite the attractiveness, the paired electrocatalytic conversion of HMF has yet
to be accomplished.27
Herein, we demonstrate the paired electrocatalytic conversion of HMF to BHMF and
FDCA for the first time. A self-synthesized Ag/C catalyst facilitated HMF hydrogenation
to BHMF with enhanced faradaic efficiency compared to a polycrystalline Ag electrode.
We elucidated the contribution of the carbon black (CB) support material in Ag/C to the
observed product selectivity. Operating at cathode potentials more positive than –1.4 V
alleviated the impact of HMF reduction on CB, and the optimal BHMF selectivity and
efficiency for Ag/C was obtained at –1.3 V. For the anode reaction, a homogeneous
electrocatalyst, 4-acetamido-TEMPO (ACT, TEMPO = 2,2,6,6‐tetramethylpiperidine‐1‐
oxyl), enabled indirect electrochemical HMF oxidation to FDCA with nearly 100%
efficiency. The ACT-mediated HMF oxidation was conducted using an inexpensive carbon
felt anode, mild electrolyte conditions (pH 9.2), and ambient temperature. Electrocatalytic
HMF conversion in a paired electrochemical cell achieved a combined electron efficiency
to BMHF and FDCA of 187%, which corresponds to a nearly two-fold enhancement
compared to the unpaired cells. The individual molar yields for BHMF and FDCA (85%
and 98%, respectively) were very close to those in unpaired cells, indicating that the two
half-reactions were compatible and proceeded without severe complications or adverse
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effects. This approach satisfies many principles of green chemistry and demonstrates the
feasibility of paired electrosynthesis for biomass conversion.
3.2
3.2.1

Results and Discussion

Ag/C Synthesis and Characterizations

Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) were synthesized by the reduction of silver nitrate in
oleylamine and oleic acid according to literature.28 Ag/C was prepared by depositing Ag
NPs onto Vulcan XC-72R carbon black (CB). A transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image of the Ag/C catalyst is shown in Figure 3.1. The particle sizes for Ag NPs ranged
from approximately 2.0 to 6.0 nm. More detailed analysis revealed that the mean particle
diameter was 3.9 nm (Figure S3.5). X-ray diffraction (XRD) showed that the Ag NPs were
crystalline with a face-centered cubic structure, and average crystallite size of
approximately 2.3 nm (Figure S3.6). The Ag loading on the CB support was estimated by
thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) to be approximately 9.1%.

Figure 3.1. TEM image of the as-prepared Ag/C catalyst.
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3.2.2

Ag/C Catalysts for Electrochemical HMF Reduction

The Ag/C catalyst was initially evaluated for HMF reduction in a borate buffer (pH 9.2)
electrolyte by cyclic voltammetry. Electrodes were prepared by drop-casting an ink
dispersion of Ag/C onto a glassy carbon disk electrode. Additionally, CB-modified glassy
carbon and polycrystalline silver (Ag-pc) disk electrodes were tested for comparison. The
electrochemically-active surface area (ECSA) for Ag was determined by oxidative
stripping voltammetry of under-potential deposited lead (PbUPD). The amount of Ag/C
drop-cast onto the glassy carbon electrode was chosen in order to give similar Ag ECSA
as the Ag-pc disk electrode (details in Section 3.4.9).
Cyclic voltammetry revealed that Ag-pc, Ag/C and CB electrodes were active for HMF
reduction (Figure 3.2). The onset potentials for HMF reduction were –1.03 V, –1.05 V,
and –1.21 V for Ag/C, Ag-pc, and CB, respectively, as defined herein as the potential at
which background-corrected current density reached –0.1 mA cm–2. This suggests that the
CB support material present in Ag/C may participate in HMF reduction at potentials more
negative than –1.21 V. The peak currents densities for Ag/C and Ag-pc (–6.8 and –7.0 mA
cm–2, respectively) were approximately two-fold higher than for CB (–3.3 mA cm–2).
Koutecký-Levich analysis of the reduction waves indicated that the electron transfer
number (n) with respect to HMF was approximately two for Ag-pc and Ag/C and one for
CB (see Figure S3.7). This suggests that different HMF reduction mechanisms may be
operable for Ag-based electrodes than for CB electrodes. Figure 3.3 also shows
voltammograms measured in electrolytes without HMF, for which the reduction waves can
be assigned to the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). The HER current was negligible at
potentials close to the onset of HMF reduction, but increased substantially at potentials
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more negative than about –1.4 V. This corresponds to the potential range at which a second
reduction wave initiated for electrolytes containing HMF, suggesting that HMF reduction
and HER can proceed concurrently at very negative potentials. The second reduction wave
was less notable for CB, reflecting the lower HER activity for CB compared to Ag-based
electrodes.

Figure 3.2. Cyclic voltammograms for (a) polycrystalline Ag (Ag-pc), (b) carbonsupported Ag nanoparticles (Ag/C), and (c) Vulcan XC-72R carbon black (CB). Solid lines
with HMF (20.0 mM), broken lines without HMF.
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HMF reduction was studied using potential-controlled electrolysis over the range of –
1.15 V to –1.5 V. Electrodes were prepared by drop-casting an ink dispersion of Ag/C onto
a carbon paper substrate. The amount of Ag/C loaded onto the carbon paper was chosen to
give similar Ag ECSA as the Ag-pc electrode, as determined by PbUPD stripping
voltammetry (see Section 3.4.9). HMF reduction products for Ag/C and Ag-pc were
evaluated in terms of selectivity and faradaic efficiency. The main HMF reduction products
were BHMF from hydrogenation and BHH (5,5’-bis(hydroxymethyl)hydrofuroin) from
hydrodimerization (Scheme 3.2). The product distribution was highly dependent on the
cathode potential (Figure 3.3). BHMF selectivity increased and BHH decreased with more
negative potentials over the range of –1.15 V to –1.3 V. BHMF selectivity was notably
higher for Ag/C than Ag-pc over this potential range; however, it decreased at more
negative potentials for Ag/C, corresponding to increased formation of BHH and
unidentified products. In contrast, BHMF selectivity continued to rise with more negative
potentials for Ag-pc. However, HER was active at those potentials and the faradaic
efficiency for BHMF was reduced (e.g. 73.7% at –1.5 V for Ag-pc). As a result, the optimal
BHMF generation in terms of efficiency was obtained using Ag/C at –1.3 V, for which
BHMF efficiency reached 96.2%.
Scheme 3.2. HMF reduction to BHMF and BHH.
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Figure 3.3. Electrochemical reduction of HMF at various potentials. (a) HMF conversion
and product selectivity and (b) faradaic efficiency and total charge transferred in external
circuit for Ag-pc. Corresponding results for Ag/C are shown in (c) and (d). Conditions: pH
9.2 electrolyte, 20.0 mM HMF, 30 minute reaction.
HMF reduction was conducted using CB-modified carbon paper electrodes to decouple
the contributions of Ag NPs and the CB support material to the observed product
selectivities for Ag/C. HMF reduction products were detected at –1.2 V for CB electrodes,
however HMF conversion was too low (i.e. <1%) to allow quantitative product analysis.
Figure 3.4 shows that HMF conversion rates were enhanced at more negative potentials
and reached 50% at –1.5 V, which is comparable to the values for Ag/C and Ag-pc (i.e.,
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49% and 52%, respectively). In sharp contrast to Ag-based electrodes, BHH was the major
detected product for CB electrodes, and very little BHMF was generated (i.e. <3%
selectivity). Also, HER was a minor contribution to the total charge passed (i.e. ~2%
faradaic efficiency at –1.5 V), reflecting the poor HER activity of CB.

Figure 3.4. Electrochemical reduction of HMF at various potentials with CB electrode
including (a) HMF conversion and product selectivity and (b) faradaic efficiency and total
charge transferred in external circuit. Conditions: pH 9.2 electrolyte, 20.0 mM HMF, 30
minute reaction.
The combined selectivities for BHH and BHMF were low (i.e. 32–35%), indicating that
other products were generated from HMF reduction with CB electrodes. We detected
several unknown products in the HPLC chromatographs and 1H NMR spectra, which were
not identified or quantified in this work. As previously discussed, the Koutecký-Levich
analysis indicated that HMF reduction on CB electrodes proceeds mainly by a one-electron
transfer process. Therefore, we hypothesize that the unidentified species are dimer or
oligomer byproducts of HMF hydrodimerization reactions, which consume one electron
per HMF (cf. Scheme 3.2), rather than products of hydrogenation or hydrogenolysis
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reactions as suggested in an earlier report.7 These results show that CB electrodes were
active for HMF reduction and generated substantial amounts of BHH and unidentified
products starting around –1.3 V. On this basis, we attribute the lower BHMF and total
selectivities for Ag/C compared to Ag-pc at –1.4 V and –1.5 V (cf. Figure 3.3) to the
activity of the CB support material in Ag/C.
Regarding the mechanism of HMF hydrogenation to BHMF in basic or neutral media,
there is uncertainty whether the hydrogen source is water or surface adsorbed hydrogen
(H*),7-8, 10, 27 as depicted in Equations 1 and 2, respectively.
HMF + 2H2O + 2e- → BHMF + 2OH-

(1)

HMF + 2H* → BHMF

(2)

The latter pathway is known as electrocatalytic hydrogenation (ECH).13 The
electrochemical formation of H* (i.e. Volmer step) occurs by water reduction in basic or
neutral media (Equation 3),29 in which * designates a surface site.
H2O + * + e- → H* + OH-

(3)

ECH reactions involve strong interactions between the electrode surface and reactants, and
are therefore highly dependent on the nature of the electrode material.30 Kwon et al.
hypothesized that HMF hydrogenation to BHMF in neutral media occurs directly by water
molecules (Equation 1) on the basis of the nearly identical onset potentials observed for a
wide range of metallic electrodes.7 On the other hand, Roylance et al. studied HMF
reduction on Ag-based electrodes in basic media (i.e. pH 9.2) and reported that H* was
likely involved in BHMF formation within the potential region where HER, and therefore
H* formation, were possible.10 Our viewpoint is that ECH was the major BHMF generation
pathway for Ag-based electrodes under the conditions reported herein. This is self-
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consistent with the low BHMF selectivity we report for CB electrodes (cf. Figure 3.4), as
carbon is known to have very weak H* adsorption,31 and is therefore not expected to
facilitate ECH reactions. However, it should be noted that BHMF was a major product for
Ag/C and Ag-pc electrodes even within the potential region where HER current was
negligible (i.e. ‒1.15 V ≥ E ≥ ‒1.3 V). A recent density functional theory (DFT) study of
Ag cathodes indicated that the lowest energy pathway for HER via water reduction is the
Volmer-Heyrovsky sequence, and the Heyrovsky step is rate-limiting.32 Therefore, it is
plausible that HMF hydrogenation by H* (i.e. ECH) can proceed within a potential region
where the Volmer step is facile but HER is kinetically-limited by the Heyrovsky step.
We found that the selectivity of HMF reduction to BHMF or BHH was dependent on
the cathode potential for Ag-based electrodes; BHMF selectivity increased at more
negative potentials down to –1.3 V for Ag/C and –1.5 V for Ag-pc (cf. Figure 3.3). The
Volmer step (eq. 3) is accelerated at more negative potentials, so one explanation for the
selectivity trend is that BHMF formation was promoted by higher H* availability.
Additional experiments were performed with different initial HMF concentrations to gain
more insight regarding BHMF and BHH selectivity. Ag-pc electrodes were used instead of
Ag/C to avoid contributions of the CB support material to the observed product
selectivities. Figure 3.5 shows that BHMF selectivity at –1.2 V decreased from 81% to
41% when the HMF concentration was increased from 5.0 mM to 50 mM. It is likely that
higher concentrations led to increased surface coverage of HMF, and that BHMF formation
via ECH was less favorable due to insufficient availability of H* relative to adsorbed HMF.
Accordingly, another reasonable explanation for the higher BHMF selectivities observed
at more negative potentials (cf. Figure 3.3) would be that higher degrees of HMF
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conversion were achieved at those potentials, and therefore lower bulk HMF
concentrations were present. However, we conducted an extended electrolysis at –1.2 V
and found that BHMF selectivity (56%) was still notably lower than at –1.3 V (i.e. 85%),
even though similar HMF conversion was reached (Table S3.1).

Figure 3.5. HMF conversion and product selectivity for the electrochemical reduction of
HMF with Ag/C electrodes for various initial HMF concentrations. Conditions: pH 9.2
electrolyte, E = –1.2 V, 30 minute reaction.
As a heterogeneous process, electrochemical HMF reduction may be subject to external
mass-transport limitations. In this way, the HMF concentration at the electrode surface may
be significantly lower than in the bulk electrolyte, which may impact the selectivity of
HMF reduction. Quasi-steady-state current densities were measured over a wide potential
range using conditions (i.e., reactor geometry, electrode size, stirring rate) identical to
electrolysis experiments. Figure 3.6 shows the logarithm of current density log(j) versus
potential (E) for Ag/C and Ag-pc. For both electrodes, Tafel-like behavior (i.e. linear log(j)
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versus E relationship) was observed within the potential range of approximately –1.05 to
–1.15 V, indicating that HMF reduction rate was limited by charge-transfer kinetics.33
Within this potential region, HMF reduction currents were 2–3 times higher on Ag/C than
Ag-pc, even though the Ag ECSA values were very similar (i.e., 2.52 cm2 and 2.51 cm2 for
Ag/C and Ag-pc, respectively). This suggests that Ag/C may have intrinsically higher
catalytic activity for HMF reduction than bulk, polycrystalline Ag; however, definitive
elucidation of nanoscale or particle size effects is beyond of the scope of this work. At
potentials more negative than about –1.15 V, the plots of log(j) versus E (Figure 3.6) for
both electrodes deviated from Tafel-like behavior, indicative of mass-transport control.
Almost completely mass-transport-limited behavior was observed from about –1.30 V to
–1.50 V, which corresponds to the optimal potential range for BHMF formation (cf. Figure
3.3). We previously showed that BHMF was favored at low HMF concentrations (cf.
Figure 3.5), so we hypothesize that the higher BHMF selectivities observed at more
negative potentials was at least partially derived from lower local HMF concentrations at
the electrode surface resulting from mass-transport limitations.

Figure 3.6. Logarithm of current density versus potential for Ag/C and Ag-pc electrodes.
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3.2.3

ACT-mediated HMF Oxidation

In electrochemical cells, the two electrodes are constrained to have equal, but opposite,
current flow. As a result, a major challenge of paired electrolysis is that the operating
potentials for the two half-reactions cannot be independently controlled via the external
circuit. We found that the selectivity and efficiency of Ag-catalyzed HMF hydrogenation
were very sensitive to the cathode potential (cf. Figure 3.3). Therefore, in order to
successfully pair HMF oxidation to FDCA and hydrogenation to BHMF in a single cell, it
is necessary to find a method to facilitate selective oxidation of HMF that is insensitive to
anode potential. Unfortunately, it has been shown that the selectivity of electrocatalytic
HMF oxidation on carbon-supported metal catalysts is very dependent on anode
potential.34
An alternative approach is to use a homogeneous electrocatalyst to facilitate indirect
electrochemical HMF oxidation.26 Organic nitroxyl radical catalysts, such as TEMPO and
its derivatives, are widely used for selective oxidation of alcohols.35 In particular, 4acetamido-TEMPO (ACT) has been identified as a very promising homogeneous
electrocatalyst for alcohol oxidation, owing to its superior activity and lower cost.36 Figure
3.7a shows the cyclic voltammogram for ACT with a glassy carbon electrode in borate
buffer electrolyte (pH 9.2). ACT exhibited reversible one-electron oxidation/reduction
waves; ACT was oxidized to an oxoammonium cation (ACT+) on the anodic sweep and
subsequently reduced back to a nitroxyl radical on the cathodic sweep. After addition of
HMF to the ACT-containing electrolyte, the anodic current was increased. This is
attributed to the regeneration of ACT following the reaction between HMF and ACT+
(Figure 3.7b). The regeneration of ACT may occur either by the reoxidation of the ACT
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hydroxylamine (ACTH) or by the comproportionation of ACT+ and ACTH.37 The cathodic
wave disappeared in the presence of HMF because ACT+ was consumed during the HMF
oxidation reaction, and therefore not present to be electrochemically reduced. No HMF
oxidation current was observed in electrolyte without ACT, demonstrating that nonmediated HMF oxidation was not operable under these conditions.

Figure 3.7. (a) Cyclic voltammograms measured with a glassy-carbon electrode for
different electrolyte mixtures. ACT and HMF concentrations were 1.0 mM each. (b)
Schematic of ACT-mediated electrochemical oxidation of HMF.
ACT-mediated HMF oxidation was conducted in an H-type cell using a carbon felt
anode. In this system, HMF is oxidized through the non-electrochemical reaction with
ACT+ in solution; therefore, HMF product selectivity is not directly dependent on the anode
potential. Figure 3.8a shows that HMF oxidation can proceed by two pathways, both
leading to FDCA. Accordingly, the selectivity of ACT-mediated HMF oxidation to FDCA
is mainly determined by the overall extent of reaction. This was demonstrated by
performing the reaction at three different anode potentials while controlling the total
amount of charge passed for each experiment to obtain the same extent of reaction (i.e.
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~50%). In this way, HMF product distribution was largely unaffected as anode potential
was varied between 0.7 V and 0.9 V (Figure 3.8b). Figure 3.8c shows that high HMF
conversion was achieved after ACT-mediated HMF oxidation was run to completion (i.e.
72.2 C of charge passed). The reaction sequence appeared to be: HMF → 2,5diformylfuran (DFF) → 5-formyl-2-furoic acid (FFCA) → FDCA. The final yield and
faradaic efficiency for FDCA were about 97% and 98%, respectively.

Figure 3.8. (a) Possible reaction pathways for HMF oxidation to FDCA. (b) Conversion
of HMF and selectivity of oxidation products for ACT-mediated HMF oxidation at various
potentials. Conditions: carbon felt electrode, pH 9.2 electrolyte with 1.0 mM ACT and 10.0
mM HMF. Reaction time was varied to obtain the 36.1 C charge transferred for each
experiment. (c) Conversion of HMF and yield of oxidation products during the
electrochemical oxidation of HMF at 0.7 V versus Ag/AgCl for electrolyte containing 1.0
mM ACT and 10 mM HMF.
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3.2.4

Paired HMF Hydrogenation and Oxidation

Simultaneous conversion of HMF to BHMF and FDCA was achieved in a paired
electrochemical cell. The cathode potential was controlled at –1.3 V to minimize undesired
hydrodimerization and hydrogen evolution reactions at the Ag/C electrode. ACT-mediated
HMF oxidation at the anode effectively served as the counter reaction, as its potential was
not controlled. The cathode and anode electrolytes were separated by an anion-exchange
membrane. The initial amount of HMF in the cathode electrolyte was three times greater
than for the anode, accounting for the stoichiometry shown in Equations 4–6.
Cathode: HMF + 2H2O + 2e- → BHMF + 2OH-

(4)

Anode: HMF + 6OH- → FDCA + 6e- + 4H2O

(5)

Overall: 4HMF + 2H2O → 3BHMF + FDCA

(6)

Figure 3.9a shows that the individual yields for BHMF and FDCA reached 85% and
98%, respectively, after 72.2 C of charge was passed in the paired cell. The yields were
very similar to those in separate (unpaired) cells, indicating that the two half-reactions were
compatible and proceeded without severe complications or adverse effects. A key feature
of the paired electrolysis is that each transferred electron participates in the generation of
two desired products (i.e. BHMF and FDCA). Accordingly, the combined electron
efficiency to BHMF and FDCA was 187% for the paired cell, a nearly two-fold
enhancement compared to the unpaired cells (Figure 3.9b). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first demonstration of paired HMF electrolysis, and the highest reported electron
efficiency for HMF conversion.
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Figure 3.9. (a) Yield and (b) electron efficiency of HMF conversion to BHMF and FDCA
for unpaired and paired electrochemical cells. Charge passed was 72.2 C. Yields for each
product in the paired cell were calculated individually with respect to the corresponding
half-reactions.
3.3

Conclusions

This work demonstrated that HMF can be efficiently converted to two important
biobased polymer precursors, BHMF and FDCA, in a paired electrochemical cell.
Electrocatalytic hydrogenation of HMF to BHMF was achieved using self-prepared Ag/C
as the cathode catalyst. The selectivity and efficiency for BHMF formation were dependent
on cathode potential and bulk HMF concentration. We also showed that the carbon support
material in Ag/C was active for HMF reduction at cathodic potentials more negative than
about –1.2 V, leading to hydrodimerization to BHH and low BHMF selectivity. A key
feature of this work was the application of ACT as a homogeneous electrocatalyst to
facilitate indirect HMF oxidation at the anode. The selectivity of ACT-mediated HMF
oxidation was not dependent on anode potential, which enabled us to successfully pair
HMF hydrogenation and oxidation half-reactions in a single cathode-potential-controlled
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cell. Electrocatalytic HMF conversion in the paired cell achieved high yields for BHMF
and FDCA (85% and 98%, respectively) and a combined electron efficiency of 187%,
corresponding to a nearly two-fold enhancement compared to the unpaired cells. This
approach shows the potential of using paired electrochemical cells for the sustainable
production of chemicals.
3.4 Experimental Details
3.4.1

Chemicals and Materials

Sodium hydroxide (97%), 4-acetamido-TEMPO (ACT, 98%), oleylamine (70%), oleic
acid (90%), 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF, 99%), 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA,
97%), 5-hydroxymethyl-2-furancarboxylic acid (HFCA), and 2,5-diformylfuran (DFF,
97%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Acetone (99.8%), hexanes (99.9%), 2-propanol
(99.9%), boric acid (100%) and buffer standard solutions (pH 7.0 and 10.0) were purchased
from Fisher Scientific. Silver(I) nitrate (99.5%) and lead(II) nitrate (99%) were purchased
from Acros Organics. 2,5-Bis(hydroxymethyl)furan (98%) was purchased from Ark
Pharm, Inc. 5-Formyl-2-furoic acid (FFCA, 99%) was purchased from TCI. Silver foil
(99.998%) and carbon felt (99.0%) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Deionized water (18.2
MΩ • cm) obtained from a Barnstead E-Pure™ purification system was used to prepare all
electrolytes.
3.4.2

Catalyst Synthesis

Ag nanoparticles (Ag NPs) were synthesized using a procedure adapted from
literature.28 Briefly, silver nitrate (1.5 mmol) was dissolved in oleylamine (30 mL) and
oleic acid (1.0 mL). The solution was stirred at 350 rpm with a magnetic stir bar and kept
under nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was heated to 60 °C and held for 5 minutes to
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ensure the silver precursor was completely dissolved. The solution temperature was then
ramped to 120 °C and held for 2 hours. The solution was cooled to approximately 25 °C
and 30 mL of acetone was added. Then, the solution was divided into six tubes and
additional acetone (25 mL) was added to each tube. The mixtures were centrifuged for 8
minutes at 8500 rpm and then the liquid was decanted. The Ag NPs were washed two more
times with acetone by centrifugation (8 minutes at 8500 rpm). Ag/C was prepared by
depositing Ag NPs onto carbon black (Vulcan XC-72R, Cabot). Separately, Ag NPs were
redispersed in hexane (8.0 mg mL-1) and carbon black was dispersed in a 1:1
hexane/acetone solution (1.0 mg mL-1). For a typical synthesis, 2.0 mL of the Ag NPs
dispersion was added drop-wise into 64.0 mL of carbon black dispersion under
ultrasonication. The mixture was kept under ultrasonication for 1 hour. Finally, the Ag/C
catalyst was recovered by vacuum filtration and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 30 °C.
3.4.3

Physical Characterizations

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected with a Rigaku Ultima IV system
operated with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.5406 Å) at 40 kV and 44 mA and equipped with a
diffracted beam monochromator (carbon). The average crystal size was estimated from the
Ag (220) diffraction peak according to Scherrer equation (Equation 7):
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

𝜏𝜏 = 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽

(7)

in which τ is the mean size of the ordered crystalline domains, K is a dimensionless shape
factor (0.9), λ is the wavelength, β is the line broadening at half the maximum intensity
(FWHM) in radians, and θ is the Bragg angle. The particle size distribution and
morphology of Ag/C were characterized using a FEI Tecnai G2-F20 200 kV instrument.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed with a TA Instruments Discovery
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Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer using a temperature ramp of 10 °C min-1 and an air flow of
100 mL min-1.
3.4.4

Electrochemical Measurements

Electrochemical tests were performed with a BioLogic SP-300 electrochemical
workstation. The reference electrode was a single-junction Ag/AgCl (Pine Research
Instrumentation) for all experiments. Solution resistance was determined by potentiostatic
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and compensated (90%) by the electrochemical
workstation. All current density values are reported with respect to geometric surface area.
The electrolyte was a sodium borate buffer (0.5 M) prepared from boric acid and sodium
hydroxide, adjusted to pH 9.2, as measured by a pH probe (Hanna HI98103).
3.4.5

Cyclic Voltammetry and Koutecký-Levich Analysis

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) for HMF reduction was performed for a polycrystalline silver
(Ag-pc) disk electrode (5.0 mm diameter, Pine Research Instrumentation) and for glassy
carbon disk electrodes (GCE, 5.0 mm diameter, Pine Research Instrumentation) modified
with Ag/C or carbon black (CB). CVs for ACT-mediated HMF oxidation were performed
on a bare GCE. Before use, the disk electrodes were polished with an alumina suspension
(0.3 µm, Allied High Tech Products, Inc.) on a microcloth polishing disk (Buehler) and
cleaned with deionized water in an ultrasonic bath. Ink was prepared by dispersing Ag/C
or CB in a solution of isopropanol and deionized water (1:1 v/v) at a concentration of 1.0
mg mL-1. Nafion solution (5% w/w, Ion Power) was added to the ink to achieve a Nafion
loading of 10% w/w in the dry catalyst film. The ink dispersion was mixed ultrasonically
and then drop-cast on the GCE. The amount of CB ink drop-cast onto GCE was 6.4 μL.
The amount of Ag/C drop-cast onto GCE was 8.0 μL, which was chosen to give similar
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Ag ECSA as the Ag-pc disk electrode (see Section 3.4.9) The counter electrode was a
platinum coil, separated from the main electrolyte with a fritted glass tube. The
electrochemical cell was purged with nitrogen gas before and during measurements. Cyclic
voltammograms were collected with a 50 mV s-1 sweep rate.
Linear sweep voltammograms for HMF reduction were collected at various electrode
rotation rates using a MSR Rotator (Pine Research Instrumentation) for Koutecký-Levich
analysis. The electron transfer number for HMF reduction, n, was extracted from the slope
of the Koutecký-Levich plot, defined by Equation 8:
2
3

−

1
6

slope = �0.201𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝐷𝐷 𝜐𝜐 𝐶𝐶�

−1

(8)

in which F is the Faraday constant (96485.3 C mol-1), D is the diffusion coefficient of HMF
in water (9.169 × 10-6 cm2 s-1),38 υ is the kinematic viscosity of water (0.01 cm2 s-1), and C
is the HMF concentration (20.0 mM).
3.4.6

Electrolysis of HMF

Electrocatalytic hydrogenation was performed in an H-type cell. Anode and cathode
chambers were separated with an anion-exchange membrane (Tokuyama Corp., A201).
The cathode electrolyte was purged with argon gas (99.999%, Airgas, Inc.) throughout the
reaction to remove dissolved O2 and evolved H2. Electrolysis was conducted using 20 mL
electrolyte containing HMF (typically 20.0 mM) in the cathode. The cathode electrolyte
was stirred with a PTFE-coated magnetic bar (size: 7/8” × 3/16”) at 500 rpm. A graphite
rod was used as the counter anode.
ACT-mediated HMF oxidation was performed in an H-type cell with a similar
configuration. The anode electrode was replaced with a carbon felt electrode (exposed
geometric area: ~3 cm2). Ag-pc served as the counter cathode. The anode electrolyte
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volume was 12.5 mL and contained 10.0 mM HMF and 1.0 mM ACT. Carbon felt
electrodes were washed with acetonitrile to remove organic residues and then rinsed with
deionized water before each use. The anode electrolyte was purged with argon gas
(99.999%, Airgas, Inc.) throughout the reaction and was stirred with a small PTFE-coated
stir bar at 500 rpm.
3.4.7

Quasi-steady-state Current Measurements

Quasi-steady-state current densities were measured by staircase voltammetry in an Htype cell (pH 9.2, 20 mM HMF). Each potential step was held for 15 seconds and the
average current measured over the last 10 seconds of each step was reported.
3.4.8

Electrode Preparation for Electrolysis

Electrodes were prepared by drop-casting an ink dispersion of Ag/C or CB onto carbon
paper (exposed geometric area: 2 cm2) for electrolysis. The ink was prepared by dispersing
Ag/C or CB in a solution of isopropanol and deionized water (9:1 v/v) at a concentration
of 1.0 mg mL-1. Nafion (5% w/w Liquion® solution, Ion Power) was added to the ink with
a target loading with a catalyst/Nafion ratio of 9/1. The ink dispersion was sonicated for 3
minutes immediately before being drop-cast. The amount of Ag/C drop-cast was chosen in
order to give similar Ag ECSA as the Ag-pc disk electrode.
3.4.9

Determination of Ag ECSA

Stripping voltammetry of PbUPD was performed for Ag-pc and Ag/C electrodes to
estimate the Ag ECSA. The electrolyte was 0.5 M borate buffer solution containing 125
μM lead nitrate. The electrolyte was purged with nitrogen before and during experiments.
For Ag/C, Pb UPD was conducted by holding –0.55 V for 2 min. The PbUPD stripping
voltammogram was collected immediately after deposition by sweeping from the
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deposition potential to 0.0 V at 20 mV s-1. The same procedure was used for Ag-pc, except
the deposition potential was changed to –0.5 V to avoid bulk Pb deposition. The Ag ECSA
was determined using Equation 9:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑞𝑞

(9)

in which Qstrip is the charge integrated from the anodic stripping peak, and q is the charge
density (0.26 mC cm-2) for PbUPD on Ag from literature.39 Table S3.2 shows a summary of
PbUPD stripping charges and calculated ECSA values for electrodes used for voltammetry
and electrolysis experiments.
3.4.10 Product Analysis
After electrolysis, the cathode and anode electrolytes were sampled and analyzed by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Evolved H2 gas was quantified with a
gas chromatography connected to the outlet of the cathode chamber. BHH was identified
by 1H NMR and HSQC and quantified by HPLC. Two isomers of BHH are reported
together for simplicity. Details of product analysis and calculations for selectivity, faradaic
efficiency, and combined electron efficiency are provided in Section 3.7.
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3.7 Supporting Information
3.7.1

Product Separation, Identification, and Quantification

Liquid samples were collected and diluted with deionized water for analysis with HPLC
(Agilent Technologies 1260) equipped with a variable wavelength detector (VWD,
G1314B) at 225 nm and 260 nm for cathode and anode samples, respectively. Additionally,
the reactor and components were rinsed in deionized water after completion of the reaction
to collect residual species. The column (Phenomenex Inc., Gemini C18, 3µm 110 Å) for
analysis of cathode samples was operated at 45 °C with a binary gradient pumping method
of water and CH3CN at 0.6 mL min‒1 flow rate. The CH3CN fraction was increased from
the initial 15% (v/v) to 30% over the 5 to 8.33 minute period, then was increased from 30%
to 50% over the 8.33 to 10 minute period, and then was decreased to 15% from the 10 to
13 minute period. BHMF and HMF eluted around 6.7 and 7.9 minutes, respectively. Two
isomers of the HMF dimer, 5,5’-bis(hydroxymethyl)hydrofuroin (BHH), eluded at
different retention times (6.2 and 7.0 minutes), and are reported together for simplicity.
The column for analyzing anode samples (Bio-Rad Aminex HPX-87H) was operated at 50
°C with a 0.01 M aqueous H2SO4 mobile phase at 0.5 mL min-1. FDCA, HFCA, FFCA,
HMF, and DFF eluted around 22.3, 27.0, 31.0, 39.7, 49.2 minutes, respectively. HMF and
electrochemical reaction products were identified and quantified by comparison to genuine
samples, except for BHH which was identified by fraction collection combined with 1H
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NMR, as described in more detail in Section 3.7.3. The reaction profiles shown in Figure
3.8c for ACT-mediated HMF oxidation were analyzed by sampling the reaction mixtures
after 14.4, 28.8, 43.2, and 57.6 C of charge were passed. The data point for 72.2 C was
taken from independent experiments conducted without intermediate sampling, identical
to the experiment depicted in Figure 3.9. Evolved H2 was quantified with a gas
chromatography (SRI Instrument 8610C MG#3), using the similar methods explained in
Chapter 2, and thus omitted here.
3.7.2

Calculation of Selectivity and Faradaic Efficiency

The faradaic efficiency (FE) of each HMF product 𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 = BHMF, BHH, FDCA, DFF,

HFCA, or FFCA) was calculated by Equation S1:
𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 =

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹
𝑄𝑄

× 100%

(S1)

in which ni is the amount of product 𝑖𝑖 (moles), 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 is the number of moles of electrons

transferred per mole of product (z = 2 for BHMF, BHH, HFCA and DFF, 4 for FFCA, and
6 for FDCA), F is the Faraday constant (96485.3 C mol-1), and Q is the total charge in
coulombs transferred through the external circuit. The combined electron efficiency (EE)
to desired products (i.e. BHMF and FDCA) was defined by Equation S2:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

[2𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 +6𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ]𝐹𝐹
𝑄𝑄

× 100%

Product selectivity (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ) was calculated using Equation S3:
𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = 𝑛𝑛∗

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

× 100%

(S2)

(S3)

∗
in which 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
is the amount of HMF reacted (moles). Product yield was calculated using

Equation S4:

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

× 100%

(S4)
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in which NHMF is the initial amount of HMF (moles). For paired electrolysis, the individual
yields for BHMF and FDCA were calculated based on separate values of NHMF for the
cathode and anode. Faradaic efficiency for hydrogen gas was calculated using the same
methods explained in Chapter 2, and thus omitted here.
3.7.3

Evaluation of 5,5’-Bis(hydroxymethyl)hydrofuroin

Samples of the HMF dimers (i.e. BHH) were collected using an HPLC (Water Alliance)
equipped with an automatic fraction collector (Waters Fraction Collector III). The same
column conditions and pumping method were used as described above. The collected
fractions were dried in a vacuum oven and reconstituted in acetonitrile-d3 (99.8 atom%,
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.) for 1H NMR and HSQC analysis with a Bruker 600
MHz NMR spectrometer (AVIII-600) (see Figures S3.1–S3.4). N,N-Dimethyl-formamide
(DMF, 99%, Fisher Scientific) was added as an internal standard to allow determination of
the BHH concentration. The same samples were analyzed by HPLC (as described in
Section 3.7.1) to acquire quantitative calibration curves based on the concentrations
determined by 1H NMR. Those calibration curves were used for quantification of BHH.
BHH-1
1

H NMR (600 MHz, Acetonitrile-d3) δ 6.28 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 2H), 6.25 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 2H),

4.84 (dd, J = 3.9, 1.8 Hz, 2H), 4.48 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 4H), 3.62 (dd, J = 3.9, 1.8 Hz, 2H),
3.34 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H).
BHH-2
1

H NMR (600 MHz, Acetonitrile-d3) δ 6.19 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 2H), 6.17 (d, J = 3.3 Hz, 2H),

4.84 (dd, J = 3.0 Hz, 2H), 4.43 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 4H), 3.87 (dd, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H), 3.28 (t, J =
5.9 Hz, 2H).
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Figure S3.1. 1H-NMR spectra of BHH-1
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Figure S3.2. HSQC spectra of BHH-1
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Figure S3.3. 1H-NMR spectra of BHH-2
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Figure S3.4. HSQC spectra of BHH-2
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3.7.4

Additional Results

Figure S3.5. Ag particle size histogram for Ag/C from TEM measurements.

Figure S3.6. XRD pattern for the Ag/C catalyst.
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Figure S3.7. Cathodic linear sweep voltammograms for (a) Ag-pc, (b) Ag/C, and (c) CB
collected at 50 mV s-1 and rotation rates of 400, 625, 900, 1225, 1600, and 2025 rpm, and
(d) corresponding Koutecký-Levich plots. The number of electrons transferred (n) was
calculated from the value of the slope. Electrolytes contained 20.0 mM HMF.
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Figure S3.8. Stripping voltammograms of PbUPD for (a) Ag-pc and (b) Ag/C. Shaded areas
indicate the corresponding PbUPD charges used for calculation of Ag ECSA.

Figure S3.9. Electrochemically-active surface area (ECSA) of Ag/C determined by PbUPD
stripping as a function of catalyst loading, compared to ECSA for Ag-pc.
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Table S3.1. Electrocatalytic HMF reduction with Ag-pc electrodes.a
[HMF]
(mM)

a

Duration
Conversion SBHMF
Q (C)
(min)
(%)
(%)

SBHH
(%)

FEBHMF
(%)

FEBHH
(%)

FEH2
(%)

5

30

3.42

19.7

80.9

9.6

89.3

5.3

2.0

20

30

7.85

13.2

57.1

30.2

75.0

19.9

0.0

50

30

12.1

9.1

40.7

49.5

57.8

35.3

0.0

20

300

26.5

44.6

55.8

31.3

72.7

20.4

0.0

Conditions: 0.5 M pH 9.2 borate buffer solution. E = –1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl.

Table S3.2. Summary of electrodes used for HMF reduction.
electrode

geometric area
(cm2)

PbUPD stripping
charge (mC)

Ag ECSA (cm2)

Ag-pc foil

2.0

0.652

2.51

Ag/C on carbon paper

2.0

0.654

2.52

CB on carbon paper

2.0

-

-

Ag-pc disk

0.196

0.102

0.391

Ag/C on GCE

0.196

0.092

0.354

CB on GCE

0.196

-

-
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The focus of this research was to explore the fundamental and practical aspects of
electrochemical conversion routes of biobased furanic compounds for production of
chemicals and fuels. I demonstrated that electrochemical conversion is a promising
approach for upgrading furanics, including furfural and HMF, at mild conditions (i.e.
aqueous electrolytes, ambient temperature and pressure). These studies highlighted that
understanding the reaction mechanisms and pathways of ECH, as well as competing
reactions such as electroreduction and HER, is pivotal to guide the selection of
electrocatalysts and reaction conditions and to obtain high selectivity, efficiency and
activity. Supported nanoparticle catalysts benefited from high surface area to mass ratios,
however the activity of the support material must be considered. The insights gained will
aid the development of efficient and selective electrochemical processes, with the goal of
broadening our ability to utilize renewable carbon and renewable electricity sources.
Chapter 2 investigated the electrochemical reduction of furfural in acidic electrolytes
using Cu electrodes, and provided insights into distinguishing ECH and ER mechanisms
and rationally tuning the selectivity to MF (biofuel additive), FA (important precursor for
polymers and resins) and dimerization product. A combination of electrochemical studies
including SAM-modified electrodes, H/D kinetic isotope effects, cyclic voltammetry and
preparative electrolysis were conducted to elucidate the mechanisms and pathways of
product formation. Results suggested that hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis products
were formed through inner-sphere electron transfer processes by parallel reaction
pathways. Electrolysis studies demonstrated that reaction conditions have a key role in
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controlling the selectivity and efficiency of electrochemical furfural reduction. The relative
availability of Hads and furfural adsorbates on the electrode surface was a major factor in
determining the competition between reduction pathways. Therefore, achieving desired
chemisorption properties is critical for the development of new, highly selective, and
effective catalyst materials. Future breakthroughs in catalyst design may employ bimetallic
or nanostructured electrodes to tune those properties to optimize the yield of desired
products.
Chapter 3 demonstrated the feasibility of pairing HMF hydrogenation and oxidation
for production of important biobased monomers, BHMF and FDCA, with high yield and
efficiency in a single electrochemical cell. The selectivity and efficiency for Ag-catalyzed
BHMF formation were sensitive to cathode potential, due to competition from water
reduction and HMF hydrodimerization reactions. The carbon support material was also
active for HMF reduction and contributed to undesired dimer formation at strongly
cathodic potentials. The competing reactions limited the usable potential range for Ag/C,
and the optimal potential was –1.3 V versus Ag/AgCl for high selectivity and efficiency to
BHMF. Fortunately, HMF oxidation was facilitated under the same electrolyte conditions
by a homogeneous electrocatalyst, ACT, for which the selectivity was insensitive to anode
potential. This allowed HMF hydrogenation and oxidation half-reactions to be performed
together in a single cathode-potential-controlled reactor. In the future, Ag nanoparticle size
effects should be studied to further enhance BHMF yield. Reactor design should be
optimized to reduce internal resistance, cell potential, and energy demands. Additionally,
performing the paired electrolysis in continuous-flow reactors should be explored, to
facilitate future process scale-up efforts.

